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•  Precision movement  •  Digital and analog timekeeping  •  LED subdials  •  Stainless steel crown, caseback & bracelet  
•  Dual time zone feature  •  Stopwatch  •  Alarm feature  •  Calendar: month, day, & date  •  Water resistant to 3 ATM  •  F   its wrists 7" to 9"

Stauer… Afford the Extraordinary.®

“Blue face 
watches are 
on the discerning 
gentleman’s 
‘watch list’.”
– watchtime.com

Every once in a while a timepiece comes along that’s so incredibly 
good looking, masterfully equipped and jaw-droppingly  priced, 

that it stops us stone cold. A watch that can take you seamlessly 
from the 18th hole to the board room. A watch that blurs the line 
betweens sports watch and dress watch. We’re talking the Blue 
Stone Chronograph, and it sits at the top of the discerning gentle-
man’s watch list. 
Striking in appearance and fully equipped with features, this is a 
watch of substance. The Blue Stone merges the durability of steel 
with the precision of crystal movement that’s accurate to 0.2 seconds 
a day. Both an analog and digital watch, the Blue Stone keeps time 
with pinpoint accuracy in two time zones. 
The watch’s handsome steel blue dial seamlessly blends an analog 
watch face with a stylish digital display. It’s a stopwatch, calendar, 
and alarm. Plus, the Blue Stone resists water up to 30 meters, mak-
ing it up for water adventures. 
A watch with these features would easily cost you thousands if you 
shopped big names. But overcharging to justify an inflated brand 
name makes us blue in the face. Which is why we make superior 
looking and performing timepieces priced to please. Decades of 
experience in engineering enables Stauer to put quality on your 
wrist and keep your money in your pocket. 

Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed. Experience  the Blue Stone 
Chronograph for 30 days. If you’re not convinced you got excel-
lence for less, send it back for a refund of the item price. 
Time is running out. Originally priced at $395, the Blue 
Stone Chronograph was already generating buzz among watch 
connoisseurs, but with the price slashed to $69, we can’t guaran-
tee this limited-edition timepiece will last. So, call today!

14101 Southcross Drive W., 
Ste 155, Dept. BSW283-01
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 
www.stauer.com

Stauer Blue Stone Chronograph non-offer code price $395†  

   Offer Code Price   $69 + S&P  Save $326
You must use the offer code to get our special price.  

1-800-333-2045
  Your Offer Code: BSW283-01 
   Please use this code when you order to receive your discount.  

Rating of A+
Stauer®

† Special price only for customers using the offer code versus the price on 
Stauer.com without your offer code.

TAKE 83% OFF INSTANTLY!
When you use your OFFER CODE

êêêêê
“The quality of their watches is equal 

to many that can go for ten 
times the price or more.” 

— Jeff from 

McKinney, TX 

Stone Cold Fox
So good-looking...heads will turn. So unbelievably-priced...jaws will drop.
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Commentary

Trip to capital is more than travel

Bethanny Lawson 

EnerStar Electric Cooperative 
Youth to Washington 
representative

Excerpts from original article 
in The Prairie Press, Paris, Ill. 

One may not expect a week-long 
trip to our nation’s capital to be a spir-
itual journey, but mine certainly was.

Every year, a couple thousand 
high schoolers and chaperones make 
their way to D.C. to spend a week 
of the summer touring all the sights, 
museums and memorials. It’s a trip 
sponsored by the nation’s rural electric 
and telephone cooperatives, created to 
grow leaders and educate people on 
what co-ops are all about.

I was blessed to be one of EnerStar’s 
representatives on this year’s trip. I 
expected it to be fun. I did not expect 
it to change my entire life.

Forty-four states participate in this 
annual event. � is means that for one 
week, kids from all over the country 
are in D.C. together. Getting to meet 
and interact with people my age from 
all over the country was quite an 
experience. It was incredible to see 
how many cultures America holds 
within it. Our world seemed so big 
and so small at the same time.

While touring with the rest of 
my Illinois group, we sat inside the 
Supreme Court, walked through the 
Holocaust Museum, spoke with pro-
testors outside the White House and 
walked the Gettysburg battle� elds.

� ere wasn’t a single day on that 
trip I didn’t have tears in my eyes.

Every story the memorials told 
was a story of defeat, disaster, sorrow 
and, in the end, death for all of them. 
But through each story, hope, joy, 
victory and promises of a bright 
future were born.

My people, past, present and future, 
inspire me in so many ways. Every 
stop was a reminder that one day 
people will look back on our story. 
We have a duty to make this genera-
tion’s chapter in the history books a 
meaningful one.

My eyes were opened to how many 
opportunities there are to serve and 
lead. � e people who spoke to us were 
small-town folk making a big splash 
in their small ponds. � ey were people 

who have gone overseas to bless the 
needy and they were people who work 
in the highest branches of government, 
participating in leading our nation.

I was struck by the hearts of the 
people leading us. We were instilled 
with pride in our nation, pride in our 
� ag, and pride in what our youth can 
accomplish as the next generation. 
� e trip breathed life into my soul.

One of my favorite things to witness 
on this trip was our politicians and 
representatives in person. It’s easy to 
forget they are simply people, as we 
are. What we see on the internet and 
in the news is not necessarily what 
they are like in reality.

� e commonly quoted phrase, “every 
villain is a hero in his own mind,” 
applied to meeting with politicians, 
too. So often those with opposing 
mindsets are framed as enemies, or 
“the bad guys.” But none of the men 
or women I spoke to treated each 
other like enemies or saw those who 
disagreed with them as bad people.

Beyond the cameras and Facebook 
articles, the Democrats and 
Republicans are friends, the liberals 
and the conservatives have the same 
hearts. I found myself nodding my 
head in agreement with people I never 
would have expected to agree with.

Our methods may be di� erent, but 
at our core, we all ultimately want 
what is right and want to better our 
world. Maybe what we believe is right 
di� ers, maybe the ways we attack 
problems don’t line up, but at least we 
can appreciate that we’re all making 
an e� ort and � ghting for what we 
believe in—America.

No matter what anyone says, no 
matter how bad things look, no matter 
the ways current events are portrayed, 
we are still one nation, under God, 
indivisible, with liberty and justice for 
all. � ose words ring ever so true, and 
I intend to dedicate my life to make 
sure they stay true.

I went to D.C. hoping to have a fun 
time exploring a city I’ve always wanted 
to visit. I came home with a hundred 
new ideas on how to change the world, 
and I am forever grateful to my electric 
co-op for making it all happen.

who have gone overseas to bless the 

Bethanny Lawson, right, and fellow EnerStar Youth Tour 
representative Chase Mayne, met with U.S. Rep. John 

Shimkus on Capitol Hill.



Eye Doctor Helps
Legally Blind To See

High Technology For Low Vision Patients Allows Many To Drive Again

F
or many patients with 
 macular degeneration 
and other vision-related 
 conditions, the loss of  central 
visual detail also  signals 

the end to one of the last bastion of 
 independence:  driving. A Mascoutah 
 optometrist, Dr. Marianne McDaniel, 
is using  miniaturized telescopes that 
are mounted in glasses to help people 
who have lost vision from  macular 
 degeneration and other eye conditions.
 “Some of my patients consider me 
the last stop for people who have vision 
loss,” said Dr. Weingart, one of only a 
few doctors in the world who  specialize 
in fi tting bioptic telescopes to help those 
who have lost vision due to  macular 
degeneration, diabetic  retinopathy, and 
other debilitating eye diseases.
 Imagine a pair of glasses that can 
improve your vision enough to change 
your life. If you’re a low vision patient, 
you’ve probably not only imagined 
them, but have been searching for 
them. Bioptic telescopes may be the 
breakthrough in optical technology that 

will give you the independence you’ve 
been looking for. Patients with vision 
in the 20/200 range can many times be 
improved to 20/50 or better.
 Macular degeneration is the 
 leading cause of blindness and vision 
loss in people over 50. Despite this, 
most adults are not familiar with the 
 condition. As many as 25% of those 
over the age of 50 have some degree 
of macular degeneration. The macula 

that 56% of patients treated with a 
high-dose combination of vitamins 
experienced improved vision after six 
months.
 While age is the most signifi cant 
risk factor for developing the disease, 
heredity, smoking, cardiovascular 
 disease, and high blood pressure have 
also been identifi ed as risk factors.
 Macular degeneration accounts 
for 90% of new legal blindness in the 
U.S. While there is currently no cure, 
 promising research is being done on 
many fronts. “My job is to fi gure out 
everything and anything possible to 
keep a person functioning, especially 
driving,” says Dr. McDaniel.
 “Bioptic telescopes can cost over 
$2,000,” said Dr. McDaniel,  “especially 
if we build them with an automatic 
sunglass.”
 “The major benefi t of the bioptic 
telescope is that the lens  automatically 
focuses on whatever you’re  looking 
at,” said Dr. Weingart. “It’s like a 
self- focusing camera, but much more 
precise.”
 To learn more about  bioptic 
 telescopes or to schedule a  consul tation, 
give Dr. McDaniel or Dr. Weingart a 
call. You can also visit our websites.

www.lowvisionofsouthil.com
1-802-350-6599

Offi ce located in Mascoutah, Illinois
Marianne McDaniel, O.D.

www.FoxValleyLowVision.com
1-800-341-8498
Located in Oswego, IL

Ronald Weingart, O.D.

Illinois

A scene as it might be viewed by a person 
with age-related macular degeneration.
A scene as it might be viewed by a person 

is only one small part of the retina; 
however, it is the most sensitive and 
gives us sharp central vision. When 
it degenerates, macular  degeneration 
leaves a blind spot right in the  center of 
vision, making it diffi cult or  impossible 
to recognize faces, read a book, or pass 
the driver’s vision test.
 Nine out of 10 people who have 
macular degeneration have the dry 
form. New research suggests vitamins 
can help. The British medical journal 
BMC Ophthalmology recently reported 

ADVERTISEMENT

ADVERTISEMENT
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AIEC Chairman’s Award presented at annual meeting
 Fourteen individuals received the Association of Illinois 
Electric Cooperatives’ (AIEC) Chairman’s Award at the 
AIEC Annual Meeting July 26-27. � e Chairman’s Award 
exists to honor those who exhibit outstanding achievement 
or e� ort by an individual or group. 
 � e group was presented the award for their quick action 
in saving one of their own. During a scheduled hurt man 
rescue training, Kevin Carlen, Shelby Electric’s 
forestry line foreman, su� ered a heart attack 
while descending the pole. 
 His co-workers at Shelby Electric Cooperative 
and AIEC Safety Instructor � ad France moved 
him safely from the pole and followed emergency 
cardiac care procedures learned in safety train-
ing using CPR and an AED. � e event occurred 
quickly and within seconds the group sprang into 
action. � eir previous training prepared them for 
a day like this. “It was the most amazing thing 
I’ve ever seen in my 24 years as a lineman,” said 
France. “Every time I yelled to someone to do 
something, he was already doing it. Everyone did 
the right thing.”
 � ese e� orts revived him and kept him 
stable enough for emergency personnel to take 
over treatment and get him to the hospital for 
surgery. Without the spirit of cooperation and 
ongoing safety training, Carlen would not have 
survived. Carlen was in attendance at the meet-
ing to thank his fellow linemen for their quick 
response.
 � e employees of Shelby Electric also 
presented a $545 check to the Illinois Hurt 

Lineworker Fund which provides AIEC member coopera-
tive lineworkers emergency � nancial assistance as they deal 
with catastrophic medical injuries and loss of life. � e fund 
is designed to provide a direct infusion of funds to assist 
lineworkers and their families when a catastrophe creates a 
special need. To learn more about the fund go to 
illinoishurtlineworkerfund.org.

Recipients of the AIEC Chairman’s 
Award are (l-r): Luke Brown, 
Cary Bryson, Brian Chevalier, Nick 
Dunaway, Blake Knearem, Jerry 
Johnston, Jake Kull, Lucas Morse, 
Andy McDonald, Adam Schrock, 
Jamie Sharp, Nick Sloan and � ad 
France. Brad Wright was unavail-
able. Inset: Kevin Carlen

him safely from the pole and followed emergency 

Cary Bryson, Brian Chevalier, Nick 

I AM A
CO-OP
VOTER

I AM A
CO-OP
VOTER
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The power in preparation
 Preparation is the key to success in many 
things we do in life. Planning, practice and 
thoughtful assessment provide opportunities to 
work out potential problems in advance.
 September is National Preparedness Month, 
and the Department of Homeland Security’s 
Federal Emergency Management Agency is 
encouraging all of us to prepare for emergencies. 
But most of us do better when we prepare for the 
routine, the extraordinary and the unexpected.
 For electric cooperatives in Illinois, prepara-
tion plays a huge role in ensuring that our mem-
bers have the electricity they need as soon as they 
� ip a light switch or start an appliance. 
 When a co-op crew pulls a truck into a loading bay, 
warehouse workers have already pulled the parts and equip-
ment needed for that crew’s scheduled day’s work. When a 
member services representative discusses balanced billing by 
telephone, they’re helping a member with preparations to 
ease the impact of seasonal high bills. 
 When meteorologists call for exceptionally hot or cold 
weather, electric co-ops work closely with their generation 
and transmission cooperatives (G&Ts) to ensure adequate 
supplies of electricity are reserved to meet anticipated 
demand. 

    Illinois’ electric co-ops are constantly preparing 
for the future. Engineers and construction crews 
design, build and upgrade the electric system to 
move electricity from power plants and substa-
tions to farms, homes and businesses. 
    All of these actions prepare electric co-ops 
to deal with the daily challenges of meeting the 
electricity needs of their members. But working 
together, we put in just as much e� ort preparing 
for the uncertainties posed by � ooding, tornadoes, 
high winds, blizzards and ice storms. Electric co-
ops maintain and constantly update emergency 
response plans. Employees train for major events 
and know in advance what their primary and 

secondary roles would be. Electric co-ops also subscribe to 
mutual aid agreements. � at’s why you see trucks and crews 
from co-ops in other states in your communities when 
major power outages occur.  
 September may be National Preparedness Month, but 
Illinois’ electric cooperatives are committed to preparedness 
every day—for the routine, the extraordinary and the unex-
pected 

Source: Derrill Holly, NRECA

Rushed handwashing leads to cross-contamination
 A new study from the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture shows that when it comes to handwashing 
before meals, consumers are failing to properly clean 
their hands 97 percent of the time. Rushed handwash-
ing can lead to cross-contamination of food and other 
surfaces, resulting in foodborne illness.
 “As a mother of three young children, I am very 
familiar with the mad dash families go through to put 
dinner on the table,” said Carmen Rottenberg, Acting 
Deputy Under Secretary for Food Safety at USDA. 
“You can’t see, smell or feel bacteria. By simply washing 
your hands properly, you can protect your family and 
prevent that bacteria from contaminating your food and 
key areas in your kitchen.”
 � e study showed some concerning results. When it 
comes to handwashing, most failed to wash their hands 
for the necessary 20 seconds and many did not dry their 
hands with a clean towel. Only 34 percent of partici-
pants used a food thermometer to check if burgers were 
cooked properly and, of those that did, almost half 

still did not cook them to the safe minimum internal 
temperature. 
 Regarding cross contamination, the study showed 
participants spreading bacteria from raw poultry onto 
other surfaces and food items in the kitchen. Forty-
eight percent of the time spice containers used are 
contaminated when preparing burgers, 11 percent 
of the time bacteria is spread to refrigerator handles 
and 5 percent of the time salads are tainted due to 
cross-contamination.
 � e U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
estimates that 48 million Americans are sickened with 
foodborne illnesses each year. Children, older adults and 
those with compromised immune systems are especially 
at risk.
 Always wash your hands thoroughly with soap and 
water after handling raw meat, poultry or eggs. Make 
sure you are washing for a full 20 seconds, and always 
dry your hands on a clean towel. 

Source: USDA
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 Finding the right present for everyone on your gift list can be dif-
	 cult, especially those family members, friends or co-workers who are 
di�  cult to buy for. Perhaps you turn to your kitchen when faced with 
this conundrum and add a personal touch to your gifts. 
 Illinois Country Living’s Finest Cooking wants to know what reci-
pes you use for gifting. Perhaps it’s an infused olive oil or honey, your 
secret spiced nut blend, granola, ice cream topping, jams and jellies or 
mug cakes – the possibilities are endless. 
 Enter your favorite gift recipes by going to www.icl.coop/christmas or 
visit our website at www.icl.coop and click on the Food Gifts Contest link 
on the right side of the page. All entries must be received by October 1. 
 First place will win a $100 Visa gift card, second place $50, and 
third place $25 – all in time for Christmas shopping. � e winners and 
honorable mentions will be in the December issue of Illinois Country 
Living. All other recipes will be found on our website at www.icl.coop.

Food Gifts for

All entries must be received by October 1. 

Christmas Contest

Impact of trade fears being seen in rural America
 Fears of trade disputes and tari� s are hitting rural 
America, with three-quarters of the bankers surveyed in a 
new report saying there's already been a negative impact on 
their local economy.
 July's Rural Mainstreet Index came in at 53.8. While 
that's down from June's 56.1, it's a marked improvement 
from a year ago, when the index sank to 40.7. � is is also 
the sixth consecutive month in which the index is above 
growth neutral, the � rst time that's happened since July 
2014.
 � at said, there is cause for concern.
 "Surveys over the past several months indicate the Rural 
Mainstreet economy is solid but with less positive eco-
nomic growth," said Ernie Goss, a professor at Creighton 
University's Heider College of Business in Omaha, 
Nebraska, which compiles the index. "However, the nega-
tive impacts of recent trade skirmishes have begun to sur-
face with the weakening of already anemic grain prices."
 How anemic? In the words of Pete Haddeland, CEO 

of the First National Bank in Mahnomen, Minn., "Grain 
prices are at, in some cases, 10-year lows. Not good."
 And it's not just grains.
 "� e trade issues/tari� s have been devastating on our 
local dairy industry when tacked on top of already below 
cost or break-even milk prices," said Fritz Kuhlmeier, 
CEO of Citizens State Bank in Lena, Ill. Kuhlmeier 
and Haddeland are among the regional bank leaders in a 
10-state area surveyed for the index.
 When those bankers were asked to gauge the impact of 
the rising trade skirmishes and tari� s, 78 percent reported 
a negative impact on their local economy. � at helped sink 
the con� dence index to 42.7 in July, down from 48.8 in 
June.
 "Just as last month, an unresolved North America Free 
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and rising trade tensions/tar-
i� s with China continue to be a concern," said Goss. 

Source: Michael Kahn, NRECA
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BUY ONE...GET ONE FREE!
*

Box of checks Box of checks

Checks as low as $3.50 per Box!*

Farmall - 00328
Leather Cover and 
Labels - 00328�

God Bless America - 
00006  Leather Cover 
and Labels - 00006Ì

Live, Laugh, Love, Learn w/
verse “Life is not measured by the breaths we take, 
but by the moments that take our breath away” - 
00332  Leather Cover and Labels - 00332Ì

Lena Liu’s Morning 
Serenade - 00029  
Leather Cover and Labels - 00029Ì

Words of Faith w/verse 
“With God all things are possible.” - 00551
Leather Cover and Labels - 00551Ì

Moments of Majesty - 
00001  Leather Cover 
and Labels - 00001Ì

New Day w/verse “Each day 
brings hope!” - 00447  Leather 
Cover and Labels - 00447Ì

Tropical Paradise - 
00052  Leather Cover 
and Labels - 00052Ì

Chicago Blackhawks® Logo 
NHL® - 00757  Leather Cover and Labels - 00469�
More teams and colors available online!

Lightning Strikes - 
00178  Leather Cover 
and Labels - 00178Ì

Side Tear, Top Stub & Desk Sets Now Available. Order by phone or web today!

Shipping & Handling

 TOTAL: 

REQUIRED SERVICE/HANDLING† $2.95 x # of Boxes/Items=
$
      Required

SUBTOTAL22297XCHOffer Code: $

Checks Only

Add sales tax for shipment to Illinois (10.25%)‡ $

$

$

R IN-PLANT RUSH (checks only)    Saves 1-3 Days (070)    $

RUntrackable delivery:  Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.  All items shipped 
separately.   Delivery to Alaska and Hawaii may take longer. 

 (4-9 bus. days) 
Check boxes 

shipped together. 

 (045)Includes FREE IN-PLANT RUSH

Check Options
�Check the items you wish to order and enter the price in the spaces provided.
   Only ONE check design per order.

Enter Check price from chart above

FREER�     �                      R��                      R                        R 

Distinctive Lettering
ScriptCORDIAL

$2.50 each

SINGLE TOP TEAR  CHECKS

R�1 Box $8.49

R�2 Boxes $16.98 $8.49

R�4 Boxes $33.96 $16.98
                2nd & 4th box FREE

GRAND

DUPLICATE TOP TEAR CHECKS

R�1 Box $6.99

R�2 Boxes $13.98 $6.99

R�4 Boxes $27.96 $13.98
                2nd & 4th box FREE

$

*If no check start number is specified, 1001 will be used.  

Matching Cover Code No. __________add $19.99 $

Check 
Design

Start 
Checks at #
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E-MAIL ADDRESS

 (         )

Your Information

$

*

  *LIMITED-TIME 

OFFER FOR 

NEW CUSTOMERS

Please respond promptly!

9305 N. Mi lwaukee  Ave . N i les ,  IL  60714

$
      

$2.50 x # of Boxes = 
EZSHIELD CHECK FRAUD PROTECTION 
PROGRAM®

(Must also purchase EZShield Check Fraud Protection above)   Add $8.00 total
EZSHIELD PRO®

$

Matching Labels Code No. ____________
Add $6.99 for DESIGNER S Labels

Add $7.99 for CHOICE Ì & MASTER � Labels

(If name and 
address other than 

checks, please enclose 
separate paper)

$5.99

Add $8.95 total
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Feel Secure with

Includes FREE IN-PLANT RUSH

Cowboy Boots - 00434
Leather Cover and 
Labels - 00434Ì

Grandkids Rule! w/verse 
“I’d rather be with my grandkids.” - 00437  
Leather Cover and Labels - 00437Ì

Winter Calm - 00017

Leather Cover and 

Labels - 00017Ì

Classic Peanuts - 

00708  Leather Cover 

and Labels - 00708�

A Walk on the Beach - 

01020  Leather Cover 

and Labels - 01020Ì

Blue Safety - 00027
One image. 
Leather Cover and 
Labels - 00155 S

Refl ections - 00125
Leather Cover and 
Labels - 00125 S

Parchment - 00612
Burgundy Leather 
Cover - 00030-004  
Labels - 00032-008 S

North American 
Wildlife - 00876  Leather 
Cover and Labels - 00876Ì

Faith Family Farming - 
01065  Leather Cover 
and Labels - 01065Ì

3 EASY WAYS TO ORDER

1. PHONE 1-800-323-8104
 Phone Hours: Mon-Fri 7:00 am to 10:00 pm (CT)
 Sat/Sun 7:00 am to 8:00 pm (CT)
 Mention offer code to receive this special offer. 2-box minimum and processing fee 

apply. Se habla Español. Call for Signature Required Delivery option. 

2. INTERNET —SAFE SECURE SITE
 www.BradfordExchangeChecks.com

3. MAIL—Send completed Order Form 
Also Include

 1. Payment check or money order (no cash please)
 2. Voided Check with changes noted OR Reorder Form
 3. Deposit Slip from same account Mail to address at the top of coupon 

FREE

Faith, Hope, Christ - 

00633 Fabric Cover and 

Labels - 00633Ì

Great Outdoors - 

00552  Leather Cover 

and Labels - 00552Ì

*Limited time offer for new customers when you 

buy 2 or 4 boxes of single top tear checks.    †See BradfordExchangeChecks.com

FREE 
Standard 
Shipping

OVER 800 EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS AVAILABLE! CALL 1-800-323-8104 OR VISIT WWW.BRADFORDEXCHANGECHECKS.COM

A portion of the proceeds will be donated to a national no-kill animal shelter.

American Pride - 
00930  Leather Cover 
and Labels - 00930Ì

Cowboy Round Up - 00380  
Leather Cover and Labels - 00380Ì

Rescued Is My Breed 
of Choice - 00379  Leather 
Cover and Labels - 00379Ì

CHECKS WITH 

A CAUSE

Rescued is Something 
to Purr About - 00525  Leather 
Cover and Labels - 00525Ì

CHECKS WITH 

A CAUSE

  ‡For information on sales tax you may owe to your state, 
go to www.BradfordExchangeChecks.com/use-tax

Mickey Loves Minnie - 
00422  Leather Cover 
and Labels - 00422�

Wall Street - 00167
Leather Cover and 
Labels - 00167 S

Polka Dots - 00616
Fabric Cover and 
Labels - 00616 S

Imperial - 00165  One Image. 
Leather Cover and Labels - 00165 S

Chevron Chic - 00678
Fabric Cover and 
Labels - 00678 S

Saved by Faith - 
01294  Leather Cover 
and Labels - 01294Ì

St. Louis Cardinals™ 
MLB® Logo - 00831  
Leather Cover and Labels - 00149�

Chicago Cubs™ MLB® Logo - 
00828  Leather Cover and Labels - 00145�
All 30 teams available!

SEE THE FULL COLLECTION AT WWW.BRADFORDEXCHANGECHECKS.COM 

O R  C A L L  1-800-323-8104  TO ORDER

T H E  P E R F E C T  A C C E S S O R Y
TREAT YOURSELF OR SOMEONE SPECIAL WITH OVER 80 DESIGNS

Day of the Dead - 
01134  Fabric Cover 
and Labels - 01134Ì

Promises from God - 
01242  Leather Cover 
and Labels - 01242Ì

America’s National 
Parks - 00055  Leather 
Cover - 00151 Labels - 00055Ì

Spirit of the 
Wilderness - 00024  
Leather Cover and Labels - 00024Ì

Rose Petal Blessings 
w/inspiration “Joy” - 00060
Leather Cover and Labels - 00060Ì

Thomas Kinkade’s Faith 
for All Seasons w/verse “Believe all things 
are possible with God” - 00105     
Leather Cover and Labels - 00105Ì

Sunfl owers - 00334
Leather Cover and 
Labels - 00334Ì

On the Wings of Hope - 
00384  One image.  Leather 
Cover and Labels - 00384Ì
A portion of the proceeds will be donated to fi ght 
breast cancer.

CHECKS WITH 

A CAUSE

University of Illinois - 
00872  Leather Cover 
and Labels - 00872 �
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Know what’s below
Dial 811 before you dig.

Safety&Health

ALWAYS 
CALL 
BEFORE YOU 

One free, easy call gets your utility lines 
marked AND helps protect you from 
injury and expense. 

Safe Digging Is No Accident: 
Always Call 811 Before You Dig 
Know what's below. Always call 811 before you dig. 
Visit call811.com for more information. 

Know what's below. 
cal before you dig. 

-TRAVELERSJ 

Common Ground Alliance 

I INSERT ' 
: r.All.CEHTER : I -LOGD tl.:RE _l 

and potentially result in � nes and 
repair costs. 

Never assume the location or depth 
of underground utility lines. � ere’s no 
need: the 811 service is free, prevents the 
inconvenience of having utilities inter-
rupted and can help you avoid serious 
injury. For more information about local 
services, visit www.call811.com.

Safe Electricity is the safety out-
reach program of the Energy Education 
Council, a non-pro� t organization 
with more than 400 electric cooperative 
members and many others who share the 

mission of educating the public about 
electrical safety and energy e�  ciency. 

CGA is a member-driven association 
of 1,500 individuals, organizations and 
sponsors in every facet of the underground 
utility industry. Established in 2000, 
CGA is committed to saving lives and 
preventing damage to underground infra-
structure by promoting e� ective damage 
prevention practices. CGA has established 
itself as the leading organization in an 
e� ort to reduce damages to underground 
facilities in North America through shared 
responsibility among all stakeholders.  

Spring is an optimal time of year to 
dream up and achieve your landscap-
ing masterpiece, but in many parts of 
the country, planting shrubs in early 
fall gives the plants a head start at 
establishing roots in the season’s cool, 
moist soil. Perhaps you’re planning 
to build a new deck to enjoy those 
cool autumn evenings. If any of your 
fall projects require digging––such 
as planting trees or shrubs or setting 
posts––remember to dial 811 � rst. 

Underground utilities, such as buried 
gas, water and electric lines, can be a 
shovel thrust away from turning a fall 
project into a disaster.

Play it safe by dialing 811 to � nd 
out where utility lines run on your 
property. Your call will be routed to a 
local “one call” center. Tell the operator 
where you’re planning to dig and what 
type of work you will be doing and 
a� ected local utilities will be noti� ed. 

In a few days, a locator will arrive 
to designate the approximate location 
of any underground lines, pipes and 
cables. � ese areas will be marked with 
� ags or paint so you’ll know what’s 
below. � en the safe digging can begin.

Although many homeowners 
tackling do-it-yourself digging 
projects are aware of “Call Before You 
Dig” services, the majority doesn’t take 
advantage of the service. A national 
survey showed that only 50 percent 
of homeowners called to have their 
lines marked before starting digging 
projects, according to the Common 
Ground Alliance (CGA), a federally 
mandated group of underground 
utility and damage prevention 
industry professionals. CGA data also 
shows that an underground utility line 
is damaged every six minutes in the 
U.S. because someone decided to dig 
without � rst dialing 811.

Even simple tasks like installing a 
new mailbox post can damage utility 
lines, which can disrupt service to an 
entire neighborhood, harm diggers 



14101 Southcross Drive W., Ste 155, Dept. LGK180-01
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337  www.stauer.com

• High quality, etched Damascus steel lock back blade • Pakkawood handle with steel bolster 
• Open: 7 ¾"L; blade: 3 ½"L • Includes genuine leather sheath

Stauer®

Stauer… Afford the Extraordinary.®

1-800-333-2045
   Your Insider Offer Code: LGK180-01 
    You must use the insider offer code to get our special price.  

*Discount is only for customers who use the offer code versus the listed original Stauer.com price.

Damascus steel is legendary. Tales of its unmatched strength, sharpness and 
durability ring through the ages. There are stories of gun rifles being sliced 

in two by Damascus steel swords and individual strands of hair being sliced in 
half, even if they gently floated down on to the edge of the blade. 
Now, you can be a part of the legend. The Legend Knife boasts nearly 4” 
of famed Damascus steel with it’s signature, wavy pattern. Damascus steel blade 
knives can cost thousands. So, at $49, the price itself is almost legendary.
Cast Damascus steel, known as wootz, was popular in the East and it’s an exacting 
process that’s part metalwork, part chemistry. It’s produced by melting pieces of 
iron and steel with charcoal in a low oxygen environment. During the process, 
the metals absorb carbon from the charcoal and the resulting alloy is cooled at a 
very slow rate. The outcome is a beautiful one-of-a-kind pattern of banding and 
mottling reminiscent of flowing water.
Once a lost art, we sought out a knifemaker who has resurrected the craftsmanship 
of Damascus steel to create the Legend Knife. The genuine Damascus steel blade 
folds into a tri-colored pakkawood handle that’s prepared to resist the ravages of the 
great outdoors. When not in use or on display, The Legend Knife stays protected in 
the included genuine leather sheath.

“If you have a Damascus steel blade knife, you have a knife blade with 
unique beauty. With its historical reputation as the metal used for the best 
swords over hundreds of years, and its distinctive wavy design, Damascus 
steel is a beauty to behold.” 
–– knifeart.com

With our limited edition Legend Knife 
you’re getting the best blade money can buy. 
What you won’t get is the inflated price tag. 
We know a thing or two about the hunt–– 
like how to seek out and capture an out-
standing, collector’s-quality knife that won’t 
cut into your bank account. Priced at an 
amazing $49, we can’t guarantee this knife 
will stick around for long. So call today!
Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed. 
Feel the knife in your hands, wear it on your 
hip, inspect the craftsmanship. If you don’t feel 
like we cut you a fair deal, send it back within 
30 days for a complete refund of the item price. 
But we believe that once you wrap your fingers 
around the Legend’s handle and experience the 
beauty of its Damascus steel blade, you’ll be 
ready to carve out your own legend. 

At $49, this blade of Damascus steel is a real steal

Steel of Approval

TAKE 67% OFF INSTANTLY!
When you use your INSIDER 

OFFER CODELegend Knife  $149*  

      Offer Code Price Only $49 + S&P  Save $70

Rating of A+

Not shown 
actual size.

What customers are saying 
about Stauer knives...
êêêêê
“Good value. Great looking. 
Sufficiently sharp. Overall 
an “A” purchase and 
I ordered three.”
— B. of Maryland
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EnergySolutions

Do skylights bring sky-high energy b ills?
By Pat Keegan and Brad � iessen

Dear Pat: Our kitchen and dining 
rooms are in major need of some 
natural light. We’ve been thinking 
about installing a skylight, but we’re 
wondering if that will increase our 
energy bills. Can you provide any 
advice? - Monica

Dear Monica: Skylights can bring 
a little of the outside world indoors 
and make your living space more 
livable—when they are installed cor-
rectly. But they can also impact your 
energy bills and comfort level, so 
you’re taking the right steps by doing 
some research ahead of time. 
 One downside of skylights is they 
can add heat to your home during 
the summer and heat loss during the 
winter. � e amount of impact depends 
upon a number of elements, includ-
ing the skylight’s energy rating, size, 
placement and quality of installation. 
You can check its energy e�  ciency 
by looking at the skylight’s NFRC 
Energy Performance Label, which 
shows four important pieces of the 
energy e�  ciency puzzle:

  Insulation value (U-Factor)
  Ability to transmit solar heat 

(Solar Heat Gain Coe�  cient)
  Ability to allow light to transfer 

(Visible Transmittance)
  Air leakage. 

 Finding a unit with the best 
ratings in all these categories will 
help maximize your skylight’s energy 
e�  ciency and performance. It’s 
probably worth spending a little more 
on a better product, since professional 
installation takes up the lion’s share of 
the cost of installing a skylight into an 
existing roof. � at said, even the best 
skylight has a much lower insulation 
value than a properly insulated attic.
 Just as important as � nding the 
right skylight is determining the 
proper size, number and placement. 
You want adequate light, but too 
much can make a room less functional 

on a bright day. Skylights on a steep, 
north-facing roof will reduce the 
unwanted solar heat gain in the 
summer, but this also reduces the 
desirable solar heat gain in winter. 
 Ultraviolet (UV) light can cause 
furniture � nishes to fade. � is can 
be minimized by making sure your 
skylight has high-quality glazing or by 
applying a special � lm to the skylight. 
 Proper installation by a 
knowledgeable professional is essential 
to avoid all-too-common problems. 
One serious issue is water leaks—a 
problem often caused by improper 
exterior installation on the roof. 
Flashing must be installed correctly to 
be e� ective for the pitch of the roof 
and the type of roo� ng materials.
 Another potential problem area 
is the skylight shaft that transmits 
the light into the living space below. 
Inadequate or poorly installed 
insulation is a source of heat loss and 

can cause ice dams that allow water to 
� nd its way into the home. Air leaks 
in the shaft can also cause these types 
of problems. Moisture problems can 
cause condensation build-up inside 
the home, resulting in mold, mildew 
and rot (especially in bathrooms). 
 An alternative option to the regular 
skylight is the tubular skylight. 
A small skylight on the roof is 
connected to a � exible tube that runs 
through the attic to a room below. 
� is system provides a di� used 
natural light. � e tube is much smaller 
than a skylight shaft and is easier and 
less expensive to install. � e tube has 
less heat loss and is less leak-prone. 
Tubular skylights can � t into spaces 
that a traditional skylight can’t and 
can be a better choice in rooms with 
high moisture, like bathrooms, saunas 
or indoor swimming pools.
 As you consider your options, it 
may be worthwhile to think back to 
your goals. Perhaps you can gain more 
light in these rooms without installing 
a skylight by trying these steps:

  Paint the room a lighter color.
  Hang mirrors.
  Replace heavy window coverings 

with lighter ones.
  Add indirect lighting such as 

upward-facing pole lamps.
  Trim any trees that shade the 

windows.
 If you’ve done your research and 
decide to move forward with new 
skylights, I hope you will consider 
buying the best product your budget 
will accommodate––and � nd a 
contractor with experience and solid 
references to provide the installation. 
Good luck!

� is column was co-written by Pat Keegan 
and Brad � iessen of Collaborative E�  ciency. 
For more information on skylights, please visit: 
www.collaborativee�  ciency.com/energytips.

Well-placed skylights can brighten rooms 
that lack daylight. Source: NREL/DOE
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Labor Day honors the American worker. How about showing your support
  by buying only American-made products during the week of Labor Day. 

Head to your local farmers market for locally-grown produce, canned goods and 
meats. Drop by your hometown cafes, buy from local artisans and visit local shops 
you haven’t been to in a long time. In short, remember what built our country – 
it’s the blood, sweat and tears from the workers that has made America great. 

Brought to you by your Touchstone Energy cooperative.

American proud-American made  
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Electric cooperatives and other 
utilities have a new tool to 
streamline maintenance and 

repair activities along the hundreds 
and thousands of miles of electric 
lines they service. While many power 
companies are just beginning to use 
unmanned aerial vehicles – more com-
monly known as drones – the potential 
for these systems is, well, sky high.
 While the term drone can be ap-
plied to everything from self-guided 
military aircraft to $5 fl ying toys, 
drones for business, commercial and 
utility uses are aerial vehicles with 
cameras which are capable of fl ying 
and hovering several hundred feet 
in the air. Th e devices are controlled 
by an operator on the ground hold-
ing a remote control system similar 
to those used by radio-controlled car 

and airplane hobbyists. Many of the 
controllers include a video monitor 
and practically all systems utilize GPS 
technology to pinpoint locations.
 “Drones have been used for 
several years in construction and 
agriculture,” says Dennis Watson, a 
faculty member in the Southern Il-
linois University College of Agricul-
tural Sciences. Watson teaches a class 
on the use of drones.
 “Th ere are a lot of uses for un-
manned aircraft,” he explains. “One 
example in agriculture is as an alterna-
tive to manually scouting crop.” 
 Watson adds the units are often 
used to inspect structures and roofs 
looking for storm damage by insur-
ance adjusters and that there are 
countless uses in the building and 
engineering fi elds.

 “Utility companies are very inter-
ested in using them to fl y over their 
lines to make inspections,” he says. 
“Consider that the rental of a heli-
copter can be thousands of dollars an 
hour. Th e purchase of a drone is a frac-
tion of that. It’s a lot less expensive to 
send a technician out in a truck with a 
drone that they could just zip up into 
the air and take a look.”
 Joe Priestley, director of techni-
cal services for Bloomington-based 
electric cooperative Corn Belt 
Energy, says that’s exactly the kind 
of thing his cooperative is doing. 
Priestley says the units are especially 
helpful when it comes to inspecting 
wooden utility poles for rot, some-
thing that traditionally has been 
done by sending a lineman up to the 
top of the pole.

By Les O’Dell

It’s a bird,
 it’s a plane…
 it’s a drone

Coming soon to your electric cooperative



 “If you are looking at just one pole, 
it may take 10 or 15 minutes for a 
crew to do the work (in the traditional 
fashion of setting outriggers on a truck 
and sending a worker up in a bucket),” 
he explains. “With a drone, it may take 
fi ve minutes to get everything pulled 
out, set up and to launch the drone 
to take photographs, so the diff erence 
in time is not that great. However, if 
you are looking at a series of six poles 
down the row, those fi ve minutes turn 
into just eight or nine with the drone. 
For the truck, it’s going to be a lot 
more time because you have to reset at 
every pole.”
 Another use of drones is in the 
maintenance of right-of-ways and 
areas beneath transmission lines, 
says Dan Gerard, chief technology 
offi  cer for the Association of Illinois 
Electric Cooperatives. 
 “One of the most prominent uses 
would be inspecting the right-of-ways,” 
he says. “You can check those areas 
now, and then come back in a year or 
two and see how eff ective your tree 
trimming was and adjust accordingly.”
 Gerard says drones can also be used 
to inspect substations for problem areas 
through the use of infrared cameras.

 “If we can run hotspot scans 
around substations and see ineffi  cien-
cies based on a heat map, we can be 
proactive about replacing components 
before they fail, causing an outage,” he 
adds. “It all comes down to safety and 
effi  ciency. Instead of getting inside a 
substation, we can be outside of it and 
fl y a drone, completing the job in a 
much more effi  cient and safe manner. 
Th e bottom line for co-ops is about 
effi  ciency and cost savings.”
 According to Steve Quinn of 
Northbridge Professional Technolo-
gies located in Murphysboro, fl ying 
a drone requires a special license 

called a 107 from the Federal Avia-
tion Administration. 
 “You have to be licensed to fl y a 
drone commercially, which is defi ned 
as any fl ight that will benefi t any com-
mercial enterprise,” Quinn explains. 
 He says licensing requires prospec-
tive drone pilots to attend two days of 
FAA training and then pass a test on 
the restrictions and requirements for 
fl ying a drone, including regulations 
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on when and where flight is permit-
ted. He adds that when he took the 
class, most of the other students were 
from utility companies.
 “Drones are becoming very useful 
tools for the industry,” he adds.
 In fact, as construction progressed 
on a new facility for Egyptian Electric 
Cooperative Association, north of 
Murphysboro, Quinn regularly used 
his drone to provide aerial updates on 
the process.
 “We shot aerial footage every few 
months, following the same path,” he 
recalls. “The cooperative would share it 
with everyone – their board members, 
team members, subscriber-members 
– and they were all very excited, and 
I think it showed them how drones 
could be useful.”
 Gerard says he has even heard of 
a cooperative using a drone to pull a 
power line across a flooded waterway to 
replace one that was downed by a storm.

 “It took half the manpower and 
was significantly safer than deploying 
a crew and a boat,” he notes, adding 
that he expects more and more creative 
uses for drones in the future. “I think 
there are uses out there that we haven’t 
even discovered yet.”
 Gerard says that a school for 
remote pilot’s licensing for drones was 
recently conducted for cooperative 
employees, with another one in the 
planning stages. A drone flight school 
will be held in September for employ-
ees of member-cooperatives to assist 

them in learning to fly and utilize 
drones in their daily duties similar to 
what Priestley is doing for Corn Belt 
Energy. He adds with drones costing 
as little as $1,500 each, their wide-
spread use is on the horizon. Priestley 
says possibilities are limitless.
 “The innovation that’s happening, 
not only in equipment and its capa-
bilities, but in the uses that people 
are coming up with, is amazing,” he 
says. “The biggest thing for me is the 
dream of where this could go in just a 
few years.”

UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES (UAVS)

Electric cooperatives 
are utilizing UAVs, 

commonly known as 
drones, for video 

inspection, 
infrared evaluation 

and vegetation 
assessment of 

transmission and 
distribution lines. 
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 With all the attention unmanned 
aerial vehicles (UAVs), also known as 
drones, are getting, it can be difficult 
to separate the hype and excitement of 
this new technology from the real-
ity of regulations, applications and 
equipment. All this attention has both 
helped and hurt the UAV industry. 
 On one hand, the media spotlight 
has helped draw attention to potential 
applications and helped raise aware-
ness, but at least initially, media has 
tended to focus mainly on the risks 
of drones being used inappropriately. 
Much of the inappropriate use of 
UAVs has been at the hands of indi-
viduals – not business users.   
 The idea of getting a bird’s-eye 
view of distribution and transmission 
power lines without deploying a crew 
is of great interest to electric coop-
eratives. Co-ops are using drones to 
inspect power lines, poles and towers 
as part of a routine inspection program 
and also after major storms. Co-ops 
are also using these systems to record 
vegetation growth in order to more 
accurately trim trees. UAVs can even 

replace some tasks currently done with 
costly manned aircraft.
 Many utilities around the country 
are currently testing these systems to 
determine the most effective way to 
use them. Currently, UAVs are being 
utilized for video inspection, infrared 
evalution and vegetation assessment of 
transmission and distribution power 
lines. As this technology evolves, co-
ops will find unique one-off applica-
tions that provide great value for their 
unique needs.
 Electric utilities are uniquely 
positioned to make great use of UAVs 
because the assets that need to be in-
spected are stationary. Poles and lines 
are generally in the same place for 
decades. Most utilities use a mapping 
system that tells them the precise loca-
tion of each piece of equipment on the 
system. This would allow the UAV to 
fly a precise route and focus exclusively 
on the right of way. Electric utilities 
are one of the few users of UAVs that 
have this capability. 
 However, major advancements are 
necessary for UAVs to enter day-to-day 

operations at most utilities. The batter-
ies contained on most civilian UAVs 
are currently not sufficient to fly the 
entire length of most power lines while 
carrying the necessary sensor payload. 
There is also a need for software that 
can automate the process of review-
ing video, infrared and other sensor 
information taken from the UAV. Cur-
rently, many utilities are using a person 
to monitor all of the video and other 
information collected by the craft. An 
automated process would highlight 
segments of the video for detailed hu-
man inspection. 
 Electric cooperatives are sensitive to 
the privacy concerns of their members 
and the member’s desire for reliable and 
affordable electricity. The use of UAVs 
will meet both of these goals. 

 Brian Sloboda is a program manger 
specializing in energy efficiency for the 
Business Technology Strategies (BTS), a 
service of the Arlington, Va.-based Nation-
al Rural Electric Cooperative Association.

Bird’s-eye view of the utility system By Brian Sloboda
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Feeding the Arts
Who: Galena Center for the Arts
Cost: $23.49 includes shipping 
Details: Soft-backed, spiral bound
Pages of recipes: 131
Send checks to: Galena Center for the Arts, 219 Sum-
mit Street, Galena, IL 61036 or call 779-214-0261

Liz’s Cherry Shortbread Cookies 
1 c. butter
1 t. vanilla
3/4 c. powdered sugar

2 c. � our
24 cherries from a can of 
 cherry pie � lling
1/2 c. white chips

Preheat oven to 325 degrees. Beat the butter, vanilla and sugar together. 
Stir in the � our to make a sti�  dough. Roll dough into 1-inch balls and 
make an indentation in the center. Add a cherry from the pie � lling in 
the center of each cookie. Bake 12-15 minutes. Cool. Melt white chips 
and drizzle over cookies. Makes 24 cookies. Editor’s note: we used 
semi-sweet chocolate chips for a drizzle.  

Ham Salad
2 c. ground ham
1/3 c. mayonnaise
1/3 c. sour cream
2 T. sweet pickle relish
1/4 t. hot pepper sauce, or to taste
1-2 t. brown or horseradish 
mustard

Pepper to taste
1 loaf party rye bread
Garnish: 
� inly sliced pickles
Sliced olives

Mix all ingredients together, adjusting consistency with mayonnaise or 
pickle juice. Serve on party rye. Garnish. Makes 32 miniature sandwiches.

Watermelon Feta Mint Salad
7-8 cups chilled cubed 
 watermelon
1/2 c. olive oil
3 limes, juiced

1-1/2 t. salt
1/2 t. pepper
1 c. chopped fresh mint leaves
1-1/2 c. crumbled feta cheese

� is needs to be made less than one hour before serving. Drain the 
watermelon in a colander. In a jar, combine oil, lime juice, salt and 
pepper. Shake to combine. In a large bowl, combine watermelon 
and dressing. Gently mix. Add mint and feta and mix carefully. 
Serves 12-16. 

Bruschetta 
3-4 plum tomatoes, seeded 
 and diced
25 fresh basil leaves, thinly sliced
2-3 T. olive oil
Coarse salt, to taste
1/2 baguette, cut into 12 slices

4 lg. garlic cloves, peeled and 
 cut in half
1/4 c. extra virgin olive oil, or 
 more as desired
1/2 c. freshly grated Parmesan 
 cheese, or more as desired

Preheat broiler or grill. Combine tomatoes, basil, olive oil and salt. 
Toss gently and let sit for at least 15 minutes to allow � avors to 
blend. Place bread slices on a sheet pan and place under broiler, or 
place bread directly on grill. Char on one side, � ip and char other 
side, watching carefully. Rub toasts with fresh garlic and drizzle with 
olive oil. Place toast on a serving tray and top with a spoonful of 
tomato mixture. Garnish with a sprinkle of Parmesan cheese. 
Makes 12 servings.
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Recipes prepared, tasted and photographed 
by Valerie Cheatham. For more recipes and 
photos go to www.icl.coop. Questions? 
Email finestcooking@aiec.coop.

Visit www.icl.coop to see more 
Illinois Country Living recipes.

WE NEED RECIPES!  Upcoming monthly topics include recipes using eggs, pork, potatoes 
or honey. Please email submissions to � nestcooking@icl.coop or mail them to Finest Cooking c/o 
Illinois Country Living, P.O. Box 3787, Spring� eld, IL 62708. Please include your name, address, 
phone number (for questions), and the name of your electric cooperative. Recipes not included in 
the magazine can be found on our website at icl.coop/� nestcooking.  

Double Good Blueberry Pie 
Baked 9-inch pie shell
3 T. cornstarch
3/4 c. sugar
1/8 t. salt

1/4 c. water
4 c. blueberries
1 T. butter
1 T. lemon juice

Combine sugar, cornstarch and salt in saucepan. Add water and 2 cups 
blueberries. Cook over medium heat, stirring constantly until mixture 
comes to a boil, and is thick and clear. Mixture should be quite thick. 
Remove from heat and stir in butter and lemon juice. Cool, place 
remainder of blueberries in pie shell. Top with cooked berry mixture. 
Chill and serve garnished with whipped cream. 

Korean BBQ Bulgogi 

1 lb. chuck roast, thinly sliced
5 T. soy sauce
2-1/2 T. sugar
1 T. minced garlic
2 T. rice wine vinegar

1 T. grated pear or apple
1/8 t. ground black 
 pepper
1 T. sesame oil

Place beef in a bowl. Combine soy sauce, sugar, garlic, sesame oil, 
grated pear or apple, rice wine vinegar and black pepper. Pour over beef 
and mix well. Cover and refrigerate for at least one hour. You can grill 
or pan-fry. Can also add vegetables like onions, carrots, mushrooms, etc. 

Carrot Sou�  e 
1 lb. baby carrots
3 lg. eggs
1/2 c. sugar
1/2 c. butter or margarine, melted

3 T. � our
1 t. baking powder
1 t. vanilla

Place carrots in water, cover. Boil for 45 minutes until tender. Drain. 
Place all ingredients in food processor and mix until all are blended. If 
you do not have a food processor, try a blender or mash with a masher 
until almost pureed. Spoon ingredients into a one-quart casserole 
coated with nonstick cooking spray. Bake at 350 degrees for 45 minutes 
or until set. Serves 4. 

Zucchini Casserole
4 med. zucchini, sliced 1/2-inch 
 thick
3/4 c. shredded carrots
6 T. butter or margarine

1 sm. can cream of chicken soup
1/2 med. onion, chopped
2-1/4 c. herb stu�  ng mix
1/2 c. sour cream

Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Cook squash in boiling salt water until 
tender and drain. In saucepan, cook carrots and onions in 1 T. butter 
until tender. Remove from heat. Stir in 1-1/2 c. stu�  ng mix, soup and 
sour cream. Gently stir in squash. Turn into ungreased 1-1/2 quart 
casserole dish. Melt remaining butter and add remaining stu�  ng. Toss 
gently and top casserole with mixture. Bake for 35-40 minutes. 

Grace United Methodist Church Cookbook
Who: Grace United Methodist Women
Cost: $20 includes shipping
Details: Soft-backed, spiral bound
Pages of recipes: 138
Send checks to: Grace United Methodist Women c/o 
Grace United Methodist Church, 220 N. Tower Road, 
Carbondale, IL 62901



Yard&Garden

Candice Hart is a Horticulture 
Educator with University of 
Illinois Extension serving 
DeWitt, Macon and Piatt 
 counties. She is also a Certifi ed 
Floral Designer, Illinois 
Certifi ed Professional Florist 
and is an award winning fl oral 
designer.

� roughout the summer, many 
gardeners bring � owers in from their 
garden to enjoy in a vase, but the fall 
perennial garden boasts just as much 
beauty. � e colors and textures of the 
fall garden just simply can’t be beat!

� e most important thing to con-
sider when choosing a perennial plant 
for a cut � ower garden is the vase life of 
the � ower. Some perennial � owers sim-
ply do not last long once cut from the 
plant. Daylilies, for example, have a very 
accurate name. � e � ower only lasts for 
a day making it a poor choice for a cut 
� ower garden.

Listed below is a selection of great 
perennial choices for a long-lived cut 
� ower garden in Illinois. � ese peren-
nials will be easy to grow and the vase 
life of the � owers will be at least a 
week in most cases. Fortunately, it is 
not too late to plant these beauties in 
the garden this year either. Get new 
perennial plants in the ground before 
mid-September to ensure time to get 
roots established before winter, and 
make sure they are well-watered during 
this time. 

When cutting � owers from a cut 
� ower garden, be sure to get your 
stems into water with a � oral preserva-
tive as soon as possible. Floral preser-
vative packets can be found at your 
local � orist. Remove any foliage from 
the stems that will be under water, and 
place your vase in a cool location, away 
from direct sunlight or drafts. Change 
your water every few days, adding new 
� oral preservative each time, and this 
will ensure a long vase life for your 
beautiful arrangement.

Late summer and fall blooming 
perennials

Aconitum- Monkshood: � e blue 
blooms of monkshood contrast well 
against all the other fall � owers.

Agastache- Anise Hyssop: Beautiful 
in the summer and fall when it’s cov-
ered with spikes of lavender-blue, 
licorice-scented � owers.
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Anemone- Japanese Anemone: 
Large poppy-shaped pink or white 
� owers on tall stems at the end of 
the season.

Aster- Asters: Covered with loads 
of vibrant � owers in the fall.

Clematis- Sweet Autumn Clematis: 
Beautifully fragrant, sweet autumn 
clematis is covered with white � owers 
at season’s end.

Dendranthema- Chrysanthemums: 
A staple in the fall garden, mums are 
excellent cut � ower performers. 

Helenium: Helen’s Flower: Boasts 
cheery yellow, orange or red blooms at 
the end of the season.

Heliopsis- Ox-eye Daisy: While 
most gardeners are familiar with the 
big-blooming annual sun� owers, the 
perennial selections are just as great.

Pennisetum- Fountain Grass: Add 
movement to an arrangement with the 
� owing foliage or seed heads of vari-
ous grasses in the garden.

Perovskia- Russian Sage: A super 
tough perennial plant that is equally as 
tough as a cut � ower.

Rudbeckia- Black Eyed Susan:  
� ese bright and cheery yellow � owers 

hold up beautifully as a cut � ower. 
Sedum- Stonecrop: � ese tough 

plants laugh o�  all summer’s heat and 
drought to look great in your garden 
at the end of the season.

Solidago- Goldenrod: A tough 
perennial plant with bright yellow 
� owers that are excellent � ller in an 
arrangement.

Top perennials for a fall cutting garden

Japanese Anemone

Asters



Bloomington, IL
Master Brothers
309-661-0400
Carbondale, IL
Jacobs Air  Conditioning 

&  Heating, Inc.
618-529-2989
Carlinville, IL
Gibbel Home Services
217-854-9454
Champaign, IL
Lanz Heating & Cooling
217-202-6858

Divernon, IL
Weidner Refrigeration
217-628-3400
Fairfi eld, IL
Hayes Plumbing and 

Heating
618-847-3121
Harrisburg, IL
Cannan Htg & Clg
618-273-4476
Jacksonville, IL
Little Heating & Air 

Conditioning
217-742-3332

Pana, IL
Holthaus Heating & 

Appliance
217-562-3631
Pekin, IL
Central Heating & A/C
309-346-6100
Steeleville, IL
Williams Heating & A/C
618-965-2040
Taylorville, IL
Yard Heating & Cooling
217-824-4737

Toluca, IL
Energy Specialists Co.
800-782-7491

Warren, IL
B&R Plumbing
815-541-8031

Winchester, IL
Little Heating & Air 

Conditioning
217-742-3332

Visit at: climatemaster.com

Cut your energy bills. ClimateMaster geothermal sys-
tems tap the constant temperature of the earth to pro-
vide heating, cooling, and hot water. Your home stays 
comfortable year-round while trimming your energy 
use by up to 80%. And now with new federal tax cred-
its, you will save an additional 30% on the total instal-
lation. Best of all, ClimateMaster systems are not only 
a good investment, they are a cleaner choice for the 
environment. To learn more about how the geothermal 
technology leader can help you cut your energy bills, 
visit climatemaster.com or call 877-436-6263 today.

Cut your heating and cooling
costs up to 80%.
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Fusion Tech: Homegrown on the family farm
By Kelly Hamm

West of Roseville, Ill. in the land 
of corn and soybeans stands 

a self-made business. While many 
locals are not sure what goes on there, 
numerous worldwide businesses do.
 Fresh out of high school, Brandon 
Bentz took off for the University of 
South Dakota to study criminal jus-
tice. He lasted less than a semester, 
left school and started working for a 
mechanical millwright.
 “Taking chances, hard work, utiliz-
ing your resources, listening to your 
gut and a bit of luck can propel you 
to do things outside of the norm that 
society says you cannot succeed in,” 
Brandon says. “I think the point here 
is that school is not for everyone, but 
that does not mean your opportunities 
are gone.”
 In 1998, Fusion Tech Integrated 
was born. Brandon began a small 
fabrication shop in his two-car garage 
in the middle of nowhere in Warren 
County. He hired two individuals from 
the local community; one who still 
works there today.

 Brandon’s interest in the fabrication 
business was piqued at a young age. 
“My dad owned a blacksmith shop in 
western Iowa. My brother and I have 
been around this type of work since 
we were young,” he explains.
 Owners and husband-wife duo, 
Brandon and Kathy Bentz, have now 
been in the business for two decades. 
Brandon tends to focus on the design 
and manufacturing side of the busi-
ness, which is his strength, while 
Kathy manages the financial side.
 What began with only three 
employees has grown into a nation-
wide company with international 
reach, employing nearly 100 dedicated 
people across manufacturing, drafting 
and design, project management, cus-
tomer service, and sales and marketing. 
Many who have been there for a long 
time.
 After a year in the garage, they 
officially decided they needed a bigger 
space because Fusion Tech was provid-
ing a service most fabrication shops 
didn’t: custom parts and equipment. 

They broke ground on the same land 
as the original two-car garage and 
built their first manufacturing facility 
– referred to as Shop 1 and then later, 
shops 2 and 3. 
 “We were doing a project for Global 
Foods in Sioux City, Iowa, and we 
were building conveyance lines in sec-
tions and assembling them outside in 
the gravel driveway. We would use a 
tractor with a loader bucket, that I had 
to borrow, and we would drag and lift 
each section out of the garage and set 
it up outside,” Brandon explains. “To 
say the least, it wasn’t efficient and was 
really difficult to tell your customer 
that his equipment was being built 
outside.”
 Today, the Roseville location 
encompasses over 50,000 square feet 
of manufacturing floor space, and 
the original two-car garage is now 
the drafting and design office. Most 
recently, Fusion Tech acquired the 
homestead on the land. It will utilize 
that space to expand and provide more 
office space for employees in addition 
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to a large conference room to be used 
for meetings and customer training 
events.
 Dedication to quality and drive for 
innovation keeps Fusion Tech on the 
leading edge.
 “We never expected our business, 
based out of a garage in the rural part 
of west-central Illinois to become a 
brand name known and preferred by 
some of the biggest names in the food 
processing industry,” Brandon says. 
“But that’s what we did.” 
 Kathy adds, “We started on my 
family’s farm. I’m of the opinion that 
we’ve been able to grow as success-
fully as we have because of the great 
examples we’ve had in front of us.”
 Not only have they expanded on 
their original footprint, there is also 
an offsite drafting office located in 
Dakota Dunes, S.D.
 Fusion Tech manufactures a wide 
range of custom designed solutions for 
the food processing industry — from 
conveyors, dumpers, hoppers, slicers, 
shredders, ovens, custom designed 
equipment and tanks to platforms, 
ergonomic stands, drains, bollards, 
carts, racks, wash stations, and more. 
Its “small” size allows the company to 
adapt and grow quickly – eliminat-
ing the need for multiple vendors 

and simplifying the process for their 
customers. 
 They are experts at taking those 
“napkin sketch” notes and drawings 
and turning them into solutions for 
food processing facilities across the 
country for some of the largest food 
processing companies in the industry, 
including Smithfield Foods, American 
Foods Group, Hormel Foods, 
Cargill Meat Solutions, SugarCreek, 
Creekstone Farms, Premium Pet 
Health, Boar’s Head, Beef Products, 
Wells Enterprises/Blue Bunny, Tyson, 
John Morrell, Farmland, Pinnacle 
Foods Corporation, Schwan’s, Nestle 
and many more.
 The latter part of 2015, Fusion Tech 
officially launched into the thermal 
processing industry with the acquisi-
tion of Cove Equipment. After some 
redevelopment of its technology and 
designs, it quickly became a big com-
petitor in the market, winning jobs 
over companies three to four times its 
size that has been developing smoke-
houses and dehydrators for decades.
 As a locally-grown company, Fusion 
Tech is invested in the community. 
It has an ongoing commitment to 
the economic growth and stability 
of the region – hiring from the local 
workforce during expansions, sourcing 

materials and supplies from local busi-
nesses, and giving back to support its 
schools, city and county festivals, local 
veterans and so much more.
 The business has grown leaps and 
bounds over the past two decades, so 
what’s next? “We’re looking to invest 
in a new research and development 
facility in the area to develop new 
equipment, provide testing of our 
standard equipment, train employees 
and customers, as well as help com-
panies launch new food products,” 
Brandon explains.
 The Bentz’s 16-year-old son is 
working at Fusion Tech for the sum-
mer. Brandon says it’s too early to tell 
if their children will someday have an 
interest in the business. He states, “I 
do not pressure my kids into want-
ing to be a part of the business in the 
future. This type of work may not be 
for them, and we are fine with that.”
 Regardless if the Bentz kids want 
to continue on in the family business, 
Fusion Tech and its local roots is a 
company that will continue to be a 
big player in the industry for years to 
come.

For more details about Fusion Tech 
Integrated, visit ftiinc.org.

In 1998, Fusion Tech Integrated began in a small fabrication shop in a two-car garage outside of Roseville. 
Photographed above is the original farm. Today, on the left, the location encompasses more than 50,000 square feet 
of manufacturing floor space, and the two-car garage is now the drafting and design office.
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 Occasionally, I ask my kids what 
they want to be when they grow up. 
For some reason I always expect the 
usual answers: doctor, � reman or 
astronaut. I hope to hear, “I want to 
do what you do, dad.” To my surprise, 
the last time I asked my 6-year-old 
son, he looked straight into my eyes 
and said, “I want to be a YouTuber!” 
 He showed me the videos he has 
made on his mobile device. I was 
surprised at the amount of e� ort he 
put into these videos. He was serious, 
and the most interesting part is you 
can make a living as a YouTuber! 
Let’s look at a few jobs that have been 
created in the past decade. 
 YouTuber: YouTubers have grown 
in the past � ve years. While some 
may not consider this a full-time 
job, it’s worth mentioning. Forbes 
reported that YouTuber Felix 
Kjellberg earned $12 million in 2014. 
However, not everyone on YouTube 
makes this kind of money. 
 Successful YouTubers need to 
captivate followers and grow subscri-
bers, and they can make money by 
mentioning products. Companies 
pay thousands of dollars for those 
mentions, and the more subscribers, 
the more they will pay.

Cloud Architect: � e name doesn’t 
mean someone is shaping the big 
pu� y clouds in the sky. In IT, there 
are many new terms. SaaS (Software 
as a Service) and IaaS (Infrastructure 
as a Service) come to mind when I 
think of a Cloud Architect. 
 When you run apps or servers in 
the cloud, you are moving away from 
the traditional “in house” model that 
has been used in the IT industry. 
Opportunities, like a highly scalable 
environment, and challenges, such 
as high bandwidth requirements, 
have warranted a new skillset for IT 
professionals. According to Glassdoor, 
the average annual salary for a Cloud 
Architect is $142,000 per year.

Drone Operator: Only in the past 
few years have we had the technology, 
authority and ability to � y drones, 
or small unmanned aerial vehicles 
(UAVs), for business purposes. 
Previously, it was a long process to 
qualify to � y commercially. Remote 
controlled airplanes and quad copters 
have been around for years, but they 
take time to master the skills to � y. 
 With today’s technology, anyone 
can be a safe UAV pilot with little 
instruction. � ere are many ways 
UAVs are used. In the electric 
industry, we use UAVs for line 
and pole inspections, predictive 
failure analysis, and forestry service 
evaluation and safety. 
 A 2014 CNN Money report said 
starting salaries are as high as $50 per 
hour, over $100,000 per year. Due to 
new technology, the salary of a drone 
operator is declining. According to 
the L.A. Times, prices charged for a 
drone inspection of industrial sites 
have dropped to $5,000 — a third 
of what it was two years ago. Money 
now lies in the analytics of the data 
gathered from drones.
 Uber Driver: � e taxi has been 
around for decades, but Uber has 
revolutionized this iconic occupation 
practically overnight. In a conversation 
with family, we discussed the safety 

and security of Uber drivers. � ese are 
ordinary people driving passengers 
using personal vehicles. How can 
they be trusted? � is is an example of 
how technology can provide safe and 
e�  cient services. 
 � e business model relies on the 
Uber app. Without the app, Uber 
doesn’t exist. It provides the ability 
for customers to rate drivers, and it 
allows them to choose a di� erent 
driver. With Uber, no money is 
exchanged. You pay through the app, 
and you can leave comments and a tip 
after your arrival. According to Uber, 
drivers netted about $25 per hour and 
averaged 1.3 rides per hour.
 � e next time you ask a child what 
they want to be when they grow up, 
don’t be surprised if they aspire to be 
something unexpected. As technology 
advances, so do the job opportunities 
that support those technologies.

 Tech jobs that didn’t exist 15 years ago

Dan Gerard, CISSP, is 
the Chief Technology 
Officer for the 
Association of Illinois 
Electric Cooperatives in 
Springfield.

Comment on this column

Visit icl.coop and click on Powered Up to respond. Your 
response might even be included in a future column.



by David Waxman
Seattle Washington:
A clinical study on a leading acid reflux pill 
shows that its key ingredient relieves digestive 
symptoms while suppressing the inflammation 
that contributes to premature aging in men and 
women. 

And, if consumer sales are any indication of 
a product’s effectiveness, this ‘acid reflux pill 
turned anti-aging phenomenon’ is nothing short 
of a miracle. 

Sold under the brand name AloeCure, it was 
already backed by clinical data documenting its 
ability to provide all day and night relief from 
heartburn, acid reflux, constipation, irritable 
bowel, gas, bloating, and more. 

But soon doctors started reporting some in-
credible results…

“With AloeCure, my patients started report-
ing less joint pain, more energy, better sleep, 
stronger immune systems… even less stress and 
better skin, hair, and nails” explains Dr. Liza 
Leal; a leading integrative health specialist and 
company spokesperson.

AloeCure contains an active ingredient that 
helps improve digestion by acting as a natural 
acid-buffer that improves the pH balance of 
your stomach. 

Scientists now believe that this acid imbal-
ance is what contributes to painful inflamma-
tion throughout the rest of the body.

The daily allowance of AloeCure has shown 
to calm this inflammation which is why Aloe-
Cure is so effective. 

Relieving other stressful symptoms related to 
GI health like pain, bloating, fatigue, cramping, 
constipation, diarrhea, heartburn, and nausea.

Now, backed with new clinical studies, Aloe-
Cure is being recommended by doctors every-
where to help improve digestion, calm painful 
inflammation, soothe joint pain, and even re-
duce the appearance of wrinkles – helping pa-
tients to look and feel decades younger.

FIX YOUR GUT & FIGHT  
INFLAMMATION

Since hitting the market, sales for AloeCure 
have taken off and there are some very good 
reasons why.

To start, the clinical studies have been im-
pressive. Participants taking the active ingredi-
ent in AloeCure saw a stunning 100% improve-
ment in digestive symptoms, which includes 
fast and lasting relief from reflux. 

Users also experienced higher energy levels 
and endurance, relief from chronic discomfort 
and better sleep. Some even reported healthier 
looking skin, hair, and nails.

A healthy gut is the key to a reducing swell-

ing and inflammation that can wreak havoc on 
the human body. Doctors say this is why Aloe-
Cure works on so many aspects of your health.  

AloeCure’s active ingredient is made from 
the healing compound found in Aloe vera. It is 
both safe and healthy. There are also no known 
side effects. 

Scientists believe that it helps improve di-
gestive and immune health by acting as a natu-
ral acid-buffer that improves the pH balance of 
your stomach. 

Research has shown that this acid imbalance 
contributes to painful inflammation throughout 
your entire body and is why AloeCure seems to 
be so effective.

EXCITING RESULTS FROM PATIENTS
To date over 5 million bottles of AloeCure 

have been sold, and the community seeking 
non-pharma therapy for their GI health contin-
ues to grow.

According to Dr. Leal, her patients are ab-
solutely thrilled with their results and are often 
shocked by how fast it works.  

“For the first time in years, they are free from 
concerns about their digestion and almost ev-
ery other aspect of their health,” says Dr. Leal, 
“and I recommend it to everyone who wants to 
improve GI health without resorting to drugs, 
surgery, or OTC medications.”

“I was always in ‘indigestion hell.’ Doctors 
put me on all sorts of antacid remedies. Nothing 
worked. Dr. Leal recommended I try AloeCure. 
And something remarkable happened… Not 
only were all the issues I had with my stomach 
gone - completely gone – but I felt less joint 
pain and I was able to actually sleep through 
the night.”

With so much positive feedback, it’s easy to 
see why the community of believers is growing 
and sales for the new pill are soaring. 

THE SCIENCE BEHIND ALOECURE
AloeCure is a pill that’s taken just once daily. 

The pill is small. Easy to swallow. There are 
no harmful side effects and it does not require 
a prescription. 

The active ingredient is a rare Aloe Vera 
component known as acemannan.

Made from of 100% organic Aloe Vera, Al-
oeCure uses a proprietary process that results in 
the highest quality, most bio-available levels of 
acemannan known to exist.

According to Dr. Leal and several of her col-
leagues, improving the pH balance of your stom-
ach and restoring gut health is the key to revitaliz-
ing your entire body. 

When your digestive system isn’t healthy, it 
causes unwanted stress on your immune sys-

tem, which results in inflammation in the rest 
of the body. 

The recommended daily allowance of ace-
mannan in AloeCure has been proven to sup-
port digestive health, and calm painful inflam-
mation without side effects or drugs.

This would explain why so many users are 
experiencing impressive results so quickly. 

REVITALIZE YOUR ENTIRE BODY
With daily use, AloeCure helps users look 

and feel decades younger and defend against 
some of the painful inflammation that accom-
panies aging and can make life hard. 

By buffering stomach acid and restoring 
gut health, AloeCure calms painful inflamma-
tion and will help improve digestion… soothe 
aching joints… reduce the appearance of wrin-
kles and help restore hair and nails … manage 
cholesterol and oxidative stress… and improve 
sleep and brain function… without side effects 
or expense.

Readers can now reclaim their energy, vital-
ity, and youth regardless of age or current level 
of health.

HOW TO GET ALOECURE
This is the official nationwide release of the 

new AloeCure pill in the United States. And 
so, the company is offering our readers up to 3 
FREE bottles with their order. 

This special give-away is available for the 
next 48-hours only. All you have to do is call 
TOLL- FREE 1-800-579-0802 and provide the 
operator with the Free Bottle Approval Code: 
AC100. The company will do the rest. 

Important: Due to AloeCure’s recent me-
dia exposure, phone lines are often busy. If 
you call and do not immediately get through, 
please be patient and call back. Those who 
miss the 48-hour deadline may lose out on 
this free bottle offer.

Clinical studies show breakthrough acid reflux treatment also helps 
maintain vital health and helps protect users from the serious conditions 
that accompany aging such as fatigue and poor cardiovascular health

Leading Acid Reflux 
Pill Becomes an Anti-
Aging Phenomenon

THESE STATEMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION. THIS PRODUCT IS NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE, OR 
PREVENT ANY DISEASE. ALL DOCTORS MENTIONED ARE REMUNERATED FOR THEIR SERVICES. ALL CLINICAL STUDIES ON ALOECURE’S ACTIVE INGREDIENT WERE 

INDEPENDENTLY CONDUCTED AND WERE NOT SPONSORED BY THE AMERICAN GLOBAL HEALTH GROUP.

One AloeCure Capsule Daily

• Helps End Digestion Nightmares
• Helps Calm Painful Inflammation
• Soothes Stiff & Aching Joints
• Reduces appearance of Wrinkles 
   & Increases Elasticity
• Manages Cholesterol & Oxidative 

Stress
• Supports Healthy Immune System
• Improves Sleep & Brain Function

ADVERTISEMENT
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Murphysboro Apple Festival 
WHEN: September 12–15
WHERE: 110 S. 14th St., Murphysboro
CONTACT: 618-684-3200, 
 murphysboroapplefestival@gmail.com
Celebrate the area’s apple harvest at the 
Murphysboro Apple Festival. � is 4-day event 

hosts live music on the Appletime Stage, 
a carnival, an arts and crafts fair, 

two parades, a marching band 
competition, a car show, a 
walk/run race, apple pie 
eating contests, the crowning 

of Appletime Royalty, and 
much more.

Arcola Broom Corn Festival
WHEN: September 7–9
WHERE:  Downtown Arcola
CONTACT:  217-268-4530, 
 sta� @arcolachamber.com
Celebrating the town’s production of broom corn, 
the Arcola Broom Corn Festival includes a parade 
featuring a performance by the Lawn Rangers (a 
precision lawn mower drill team that marches in 
formation with lawn mowers and brooms), craft 
booths, live entertainment, food vendors, road 
races, the National Broom Sweeping Contest, and 
more. 

Shrimp Festival
WHEN: September 15
WHERE: Pope County Courthouse Lawn, 
 Golconda
CONTACT: 618-683-6246

� e annual Shrimp Festival is a shrimp cook-o�  
with fresh southern Illinois shrimp cooked many 
ways. Locally grown prawns are available for 
purchase. Events include helicopter and carriage 
rides, music and entertainment, beer and wine 
tents, and much more. Come enjoy the streets 
lined with vendors serving a wide variety of 
shrimp dishes. 

Illinois fall festivals
 September and October are busy months for festivals in Illinois. From popcorn to broom 
corn, local traditions across the state are worth experiencing. While we couldn’t include all fall 
festivals in this list, here is small sampling for your fall enjoyment.  

Warren County Prime Beef Festival
WHEN:  September 5–8
WHERE:  Monmouth City Park, Monmouth
CONTACT:  309-734-3181
� e Prime Beef Festival in Monmouth began 
after WWII to welcome veterans home. In 1948, 
Warren County became the prime beef center of 
the world. � e festival includes a princess pageant, 
a parade, live entertainment, amusement rides, 
food, a car show, demolition derby events, a cook-
o� , livestock events and other family activities.

Ridgway Popcorn Days
WHEN:  September 6–8
WHERE:  Downtown Ridgway
CONTACT: 618-559-9235
� e 61st Annual Ridgway Popcorn Days has live 
entertainment, vendors, amusement rides, 
games, a parade on Saturday at 1 p.m., 
and of course free popcorn. Learn 
more about the event on Facebook 
by searching Ridgway Popcorn Days. 
Events begin at 5 p.m. on Sept. 6 and 7 
and 9:30 a.m. on Sept. 8.
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Apple ‘n Pork Festival
WHEN: September 29–30
WHERE: 219 E. Woodlawn, Clinton
CONTACT: 217-935-6066,
 info@chmoorehomestead.org
Head to the Apple ‘n Pork Festival for the aroma 
of smoked ham and spicy apple butter. Stroll the 
booths o� ering old-fashioned foods and browse 
crafts and antiques at the � ea market. Events 
include: live music, a Civil 
War encampment, artisan 
demonstrations, events for 
kids, tomahawk throwing, 
living history interpreters, 
antique tractor show, 
and more.

Galena Country Fair
 WHEN: October 6–7, 
 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
WHERE: Grant Park, Galena
CONTACT: 815-777-0817
� is event features more than 150 vendors selling 
original handmade arts and crafts. � is Columbus 
Day weekend tradition over� ows with shopping, 
family fun, live entertainment, games, Irish dance 
performances, a silent auction and ra�  e, and 
delicious fair food. Free parking is available at three 
remote lots, and a complimentary shuttle service 
will be available.

Scarecrow Daze Festival 
WHEN: October 5–7
WHERE: Downtown Shelbyville
CONTACT: 217-774-2244

During the Scarecrow 
Daze Festival, Shelbyville is 
decorated with scarecrows. 
� ere is a parade on 
Saturday, kids’ games, a 
beer tent, music, a quilt 
show, food and crafts, all 
in downtown Shelbyville. 
Go to Lake Shelbyville for 
the Touchstone Energy 
Balloonfest. � ere’s a 
sunrise � ight at 7 a.m. on 
Oct. 6 and 7 and a balloon 
glow on Oct. 6. 

Old Settlers’ Days
WHEN: October 13–14, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
WHERE: Kampsville Riverfront, Kampsville
CONTACT: 618-465-2211
Old Settlers’ Days is like stepping back in time to 
experience life of early settlers in Calhoun County. 
Teepees and tents � ll the park at the Kampsville 
riverfront. � is festival features activities for kids, 
old-time crafts, demonstrations, mountain-man 
and Civil War encampments, live entertainment, 
carriage rides through the historic village, and lots 
of food. 
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Customer Rating  4-1/2" ANGLE GRINDER  

SAVE 
65%

COMPARE TO
PERFORMAX

$2899
MODEL: 2411-1 ITEM  69645 /60625 shown

NOWNOWNOW

$99
9 NOWNOWNOW

$79
99

ITEM 63255
63254 shown

SAVE 
$94

 1750 PSI ELECTRIC
PRESSURE WASHER 
• 1.3 GPM
• Adjustable 

spray nozzle

COMPARE TO
BRIGGS & 
STRATTON

$17444
MODEL: 20600 

 RAPID PUMP® 1.5 TON LIGHTWEIGHT 
ALUMINUM FLOOR JACK 

 ITEM  68053
62160/62496
62516/60569 shown

• 3-1/2 pumps lifts most vehicles
• Lifts from 3-1/2" to 14-1/8"
• Weighs 34 lbs.

SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON SUPER COUPON SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON

COMPARE TO
K TOOL

$12568
MODEL: KTI63094

SAVE 
$65

Customer Rating

7 FUNCTION 
DIGITAL 

MULTIMETER

ITEM 63604/63758
98025/69096/63759/90899 shown

• 3.5" LCD Display
• Battery Included

COMPARE TO
PROSKIT
$1672
MODEL: MT-1210

Customer Rating

 MECHANIC'S 
GLOVES 

SAVE 63%
ITEM 62434, 62426, 62433, 64178,
64179, 62432, 62429, 62428 shown

COMPARE TO
VALEO
$1102
MODEL: 25521

 $599$5$ 99 
 $499 $4$ 99 

Customer Rating

ITEM 62915
60600 shown

AIRLESS 
PAINT SPRAYER KIT

SAVE 
$129

 $21499$21421499 

 $33999$33999 

 $15999$15915999 

 $19999$19919999 

 $17999$17917999 

COMPARE TO
GRACO

$299
MODEL: 262800

SAVE 
73%

 $999$999 

 80 PIECE ROTARY TOOL KIT 

ITEM 63292/63235/68986/97626 shown

COMPARE TO
PROFESSIONAL WOODWORKER

$2635
MODEL: 51832

NOWNOW

$699

Customer Rating

4000 MAX. STARTING/
3200 RUNNING WATTS
6.5 HP (212 CC) GAS GENERATOR6.5 HP (212 CC) GAS GENERATOR6.5 HP (212 CC) GAS GENERATOR

SUPER
QUIET

ITEM  69729/63080/63079 shown 
Wheel 

kit sold 
separately.

SAVE 
$1,709

Customer Rating

• GFCI 
outlets

COMPARE TO
HONDA

$1,999
MODEL: EM4000SX

$33999 99 SAVE 

• 
6.5 HP (212 CC) GAS GENERATOR

NOWNOWNOW

$289
99

ITEM  63090/63089, CALIFORNIA ONLY 
SAVE 
50%

2/10/50 AMP, 12 VOLT
 BATTERY CHARGER/

ENGINE STARTER 

ITEM 60581
60653 shown

NOWNOWNOW

$29
99

COMPARE TO
SCHUMACHER ELECTRIC

$5999
MODEL: SE-1250

Customer Rating

SAVE 
67%

 1500 WATT DUAL 
TEMPERATURE HEAT GUN 
(572°/1112°) 

ITEM 62340/62546 
63104/96289 shown

COMPARE TO
BLACK & DECKER

$2806
MODEL: HG1300

(572°/1112°) 
NOWNOW

$89
9

Customer Rating

3-IN-1 ELECTRIC BLOWER
VACUUM MULCHER

ITEM   62469/62337 shown
SAVE 55%

COMPARE TO
TORO
$89
MODEL: 51621

NOWNOWNOW

$39
99

Customer Rating Customer Rating

SAVE 
40%

Customer Rating

TWO TIER COLLAPSIBLE 
EASY-STORE 

STEP LADDER

ITEM  67514 

• 225 lb. 
capacity

NOWNOWNOW

$19
99

COMPARE TO
WERNER

$3388
MODEL: S322A-1

SAVE 
44%

MECHANIC’S ROLLER SEAT
WITH DRAWERS

ITEM 64548/63762 shown

• 350 lb. 
capacity

COMPARE TO

PERFORMANCE TOOL
$8999

MODEL: W85025

NOWNOWNOW

$49
99

Tools sold 
separately.

Customer Rating

ITEM 64335
63585 shown

SAVE 
$207

RENEWABLE 
ENERGY,

ANYWHERE

100 WATT SOLAR PANEL KIT

COMPARE TO
SUNFORCE

$35719
MODEL: 50180

Customer Rating

NOWNOWNOW

$149
99

SAVE 
48%

Customer Rating
.50 CAL METAL AMMO CAN 

 ITEM 63750
63181 shown 

NOWNOWNOW

$12
99

COMPARE TO
GAME WINNER

$2499
MODEL: FSGWHE1030

SAVE 
59%  $5499$54$ 99 

 $4499$44$ 99 

 $9999$9999$ 99 

 $4999$49$ 99 

 $6299$6262$ 99 99 99 99 99 

 $2999$2929$ 99 

 $1499$14$ 99 

 $1499$14$ 99 

 $1599$15$ 99 

 $7999$7979$ 99 

ITEM 69269/97080 shown

ITEM   60637/61615
95275 shown

A. HOT DOG

B. PANCAKE

$39
99

YOUR CHOICE

A

B

3 GALLON,  100 PSI OIL-FREE 
AIR COMPRESSORS 

• Air delivery:
0.6 CFM @ 90 PSI
1 CFM @ 40 PSI

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

Customer Rating

COMPARE TO
PORTER-CABLE

$9862
MODEL: PCFP02003

 ITEM  68053

99 
NOWNOWNOW

$59
99

NOWNOW

$399

$21499 99 

NOWNOWNOW

$169
99

SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON SUPER COUPON

SAVE 
70%

 7 FT. 4" x 9 FT. 6" 
ALL PURPOSE/WEATHER 

RESISTANT TARP 

ITEM 69249/69115/69137/69129/69121/877 shown

Customer Rating

COMPARE TO
BLUE HAWK

$998
MODEL: BG8X10-Y 99 99 

NOWNOWNOW

$299

COMPARE TO
RYOBI

$249
MODEL: TSS120L

ITEM 61970/ 69684/61969 shown 
SAVE $119

12" DOUBLE-BEVEL SLIDING 
COMPOUND 
MITER SAW

• Laser 
guide

Blade sold 
separately.

Customer Rating

• 

NOWNOWNOW

$129
99

 60" HARDWOOD WORKBENCH 
WITH 4 DRAWERS  

ITEM     93454/69054/63395/62603 shown

Tools sold separately.

SAVE 
$295

Customer Rating

SUPER COUPON

COMPARE TO
GRIZZLY

$425
MODEL: H7723

NOWNOWNOW

$129
99

 18" x 12" 
MOVER'S DOLLY 

• 1000 lb. capacity

ITEM   61899/63095/63096
63098/63097/93888 shown

Customer Rating

SAVE 
54%

NOWNOWNOW

$799

SAVE 
59%

COMPARE TO
BUFFALO
TOOLS
$1765
MODEL: HDFDOLLY

SAVE 70%

Item 
47873
shown

 $499$499 

 16 OZ. HAMMERS WITH 
FIBERGLASS HANDLE 
Customer Rating

COMPARE TO
KOBALT
$998
MODEL: 62742

TYPE ITEM
CLAW 69006/60715/60714

RIP 69005/61262/47873

$299
YOUR CHOICE

Customer Rating

SAVE 
88%

CLICK-TYPE TORQUE WRENCHES

Item 239 
shown• Reversible

COMPARE TO
HUSKY

$8497
MODEL: H2DTWA

DRIVE ITEM
1/4" 2696/61277/63881

3/8" 807/61276/63880

1/2" 62431/239/63882

ITEM 64194
63763/63444 shown

10 AMP DEEP CUT 
VARIABLE SPEED 
BAND SAW KIT
Customer Rating

COMPARE TO
DEWALT

$299
MODEL: DWM120

SAVE 
$199

63763/63444 shown

NOWNOWNOW

$99
99

SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPONSUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON SUPER COUPON SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON SUPER COUPON SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON

 $15999$15999 
ITEM 62281
61637 shown

 29 PIECE 
TITANIUM 

DRILL BIT SET 
Customer Rating

SAVE 
84% ITEM 63297

10 FT. x 10 FT. 
PORTABLE SHED

COMPARE TO
SHELTER LOGIC

$23689
MODEL: 70333

SAVE 
$96

$159

NOWNOWNOW

$139
99

Customer Rating

COMPARE TO
CHICAGO PNEUMATIC

$24999
MODEL: CP7749

• Weighs 
5 lbs.

SAVE 
$160

1/2" HEAVY DUTY COMPOSITE 
PRO AIR IMPACT WRENCH

950
FT. LBS. BOLT BREAKAWAY

TORQUE

ITEM 
62835

NOWNOWNOW

$89
99

 $11499$11499 

 $14399$14399 

Customer Rating

4" x 36" BELT/
6" DISC SANDER  

ITEM 62502/97181 shown

 $7499$7499 

SAVE $61

COMPARE TO
GENERAL
INTERNATIONAL
$121
MODEL: BD7004

99 99 

NOWNOWNOW

$59
99

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

• 300 lb. capacity
• Weighs 72.5 lbs.

ATV/LAWN MOWER LIFT

ITEM 60395/62325
62493/61523 shown

COMPARE TO

MAX LOAD
$14208

MODEL: 38028

NOWNOWNOW

$74
99

SAVE 
$67

 $8999$8999 

SAVE 
69%

 3/8" x 14 FT., GRADE 43
TOWING CHAIN 

ITEM 60658 /97711  shown

Customer Rating

• 5400 lb. 
capacity

COMPARE TO
MIBRO

$6499
MODEL: 426920  $3999$39$ 99 $3999 99 

NOWNOWNOW

$19
99

Customer Rating

SAVE 87%

4 PIECE, 1" x 15 FT. 
RATCHETING TIE DOWNS

ITEM 63057/63056/63094
60405/90984/63150/61524 shown

 $1199$1111$ 99 

NOWNOWNOW

$69
9

COMPARE TO

ATE TOOLS
$5488
MODEL: 33079

• 400 lb. working load

SAVE 
65%

 $1499$1499 

 WIRELESS SECURITY 
ALERT SYSTEM 

ITEM   61910
62447/93068 shown

Customer Rating

NOWNOWNOW

$99
9

COMPARE TO
FIRST ALERT

$2899
MODEL: SFA600

VARIABLE SPEED MULTIFUNCTION 
POWER TOOL

ITEM  63113
62867
63111 shown 

 $3799$3799 

 $2499$24$ 99 

Customer Rating

Accessories 
included.

SAVE 
68%DREMEL

$79COMPARE TO

MODEL: MM20-02H

$
$79

NOWNOWNOW

$24
99

$2499 
$19

99
YOUR CHOICE

 13 PIECE, 1/2" DRIVE 
DEEP IMPACT SOCKET SETS 

SAVE 
63%

COMPARE TO
HUSKY

$5551
MODEL: H2DSAEI11PCSR

Customer Rating

Item 69560 
shownTYPE ITEM

SAE 69280/69333/69560

METRIC 69279/69332/69561

 $8999$8999 

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER COUPON

 30" BULK STORAGE TECH CART 

SAVE 
$315

• 4847 cu. in. of storage
• 355 lb. capacity
• Extra deep top

compartment and 
drawer for maximum 
storage space

COMPARE TO
SNAP-ON

$395
MODEL: KRBCFLTPC

99 NOWNOWNOW

$79
99

ITEM 64002

Side tray sold 
separately.

 30" BULK STORAGE TECH CART 
Customer Rating

Battle Tested

 $6999$69$ 99 

 $1999$19$ 99 

 $1099$10$ 99 

 $1799$17$ 99 

2500 LB. ELECTRIC WINCH WITH 
WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL

ITEM  61840 /61297/63476/61258 shown

Voted Best Winches• Weighs 14.3 lbs.
• 11-1/8" L x 4-1/2" H

$$$

NOWNOWNOW

$49
99

COMPARE TO
SUPERWINCH

$18999
MODEL: 1125220 COMPARE TO

DEWALT
$6499

MODEL: DW1369

Customer RatingSAVE 
$140

$1799 

NOWNOW

$99
9

$99
9

YOUR CHOICE

HEAVY DUTY FOLDABLE 
ALUMINUM
SPORTS CHAIR

ITEM   62314/63066
66383 shown

SAVE 
60%

 $2799$2799 

Customer Rating

COMPARE TO
COLEMAN

$4999
MODEL: 2000020293

$27

NOWNOWNOW

$19
99

SUPER 
COUPON

 $11999$11999 
SAVE 
$230

6.5 HP  (212 CC) OHV
HORIZONTAL SHAFT GAS ENGINE  

ITEM 69727 shown
CALIFORNIA ONLY

ITEM   60363/69730  

NOWNOWNOW

$99
99

Customer Rating

COMPARE TO
HONDA

$32999
MODEL: GX200UT2QX2

 $2999929999 

6 FT. x 8 FT. ALUMINUM GREENHOUSE

 ITEM 63354 
47712 shown

Customer Rating

SAVE 
$400PALRAM

$59999
MODEL: 741353

COMPARE TO

NOWNOWNOW

$199
99

SUPER COUPON

COMPARE TO
HUSKY

$1797
MODEL: HCW10PCSAE

SAVE 
66%  $799$77$ 99 

Item 42305 shown TYPE ITEM
SAE 69043/63282/42304

METRIC 42305/69044/63171

Customer Rating

 9 PIECE FULLY POLISHED 
COMBINATION WRENCH SETS 

$799 
$599

YOUR CHOICE

hft_illinoiscountryliving_0918_spread_M-REG128192.indd   2-3 7/12/18   2:41 PM
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LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

LIMIT 8 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

LIMIT 7 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

LIMIT 4 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*
Cannot be used with other discounts or prior purchases. Original coupon must be presented. 
Valid through 1/1/19 while supplies last. Limit 1 FREE GIFT per customer per day.

FREE
WITH ANY PURCHASE 20%

OFF

SUPER COUPON

Limit 1 coupon per customer per day.  Save 20% on any 1 item purchased. *Cannot 
be used with other discount, coupon or any of the following items or brands: Inside 
Track Club membership, Extended Service Plan, gift card, open box item, 3 day 
Parking Lot Sale item, compressors, fl oor jacks, safes, saw mills, storage cabinets, 
chests or carts, trailers, trencher/backhoe, welders, Admiral, Ames, Bauer, 
Cobra, CoverPro, Daytona, Earthquake, Fischer, Hercules, Icon, Jupiter, Lynxx, 
Poulan, Predator, Tailgator, Viking, Vulcan, Zurich. Not valid on prior purchases. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/1/19.

SUPER COUPON

ANY 
SINGLE 
ITEM*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

LIMIT 8 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

LIMIT 7 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

LIMIT 9 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

LIMIT 4 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

LIMIT 4 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

LIMIT 4 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

LIMIT 8 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

LIMIT 9 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

LIMIT 8 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

LIMIT 8  - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

LIMIT 7 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

LIMIT 5  - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

LIMIT 6 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

LIMIT 4 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

LIMIT 9 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

*Original coupon only. No use on prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase or without original receipt. Valid through 1/1/19.
At Harbor Freight Tools, the “Compare to” price means that the specifi ed comparison, which is an item with the same or similar function, was  
advertised for sale at or above the “Compare to” price by another national retailer in the U.S. within the past 90 days. Prices advertised by others 
may vary by location. No other meaning of “Compare to” should be implied. For more information, go to HarborFreight.com or see store associate.

LIMIT 4 - Coupon valid through 1/1/19*

900 Stores Nationwide • HarborFreight.com

Customer Rating  4-1/2" ANGLE GRINDER  

SAVE 
65%

COMPARE TO
PERFORMAX

$2899
MODEL: 2411-1 ITEM  69645 /60625 shown

NOWNOWNOW

$99
9 NOWNOWNOW

$79
99

ITEM 63255
63254 shown

SAVE 
$94

 1750 PSI ELECTRIC
PRESSURE WASHER 
• 1.3 GPM
• Adjustable 

spray nozzle

COMPARE TO
BRIGGS & 
STRATTON

$17444
MODEL: 20600 

 RAPID PUMP® 1.5 TON LIGHTWEIGHT 
ALUMINUM FLOOR JACK 

 ITEM  68053
62160/62496
62516/60569 shown

• 3-1/2 pumps lifts most vehicles
• Lifts from 3-1/2" to 14-1/8"
• Weighs 34 lbs.

SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON SUPER COUPON SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON

COMPARE TO
K TOOL

$12568
MODEL: KTI63094

SAVE 
$65

Customer Rating

7 FUNCTION 
DIGITAL 

MULTIMETER

ITEM 63604/63758
98025/69096/63759/90899 shown

• 3.5" LCD Display
• Battery Included

COMPARE TO
PROSKIT
$1672
MODEL: MT-1210

Customer Rating

 MECHANIC'S 
GLOVES 

SAVE 63%
ITEM 62434, 62426, 62433, 64178,
64179, 62432, 62429, 62428 shown

COMPARE TO
VALEO
$1102
MODEL: 25521

 $599$5$ 99 
 $499 $4$ 99 

Customer Rating

ITEM 62915
60600 shown

AIRLESS 
PAINT SPRAYER KIT

SAVE 
$129

 $21499$21421499 

 $33999$33999 

 $15999$15915999 

 $19999$19919999 

 $17999$17917999 

COMPARE TO
GRACO

$299
MODEL: 262800

SAVE 
73%

 $999$999 

 80 PIECE ROTARY TOOL KIT 

ITEM 63292/63235/68986/97626 shown

COMPARE TO
PROFESSIONAL WOODWORKER

$2635
MODEL: 51832

NOWNOW

$699

Customer Rating

4000 MAX. STARTING/
3200 RUNNING WATTS
6.5 HP (212 CC) GAS GENERATOR6.5 HP (212 CC) GAS GENERATOR6.5 HP (212 CC) GAS GENERATOR

SUPER
QUIET

ITEM  69729/63080/63079 shown 
Wheel 

kit sold 
separately.

SAVE 
$1,709

Customer Rating

• GFCI 
outlets

COMPARE TO
HONDA

$1,999
MODEL: EM4000SX

$33999 99 SAVE 

• 
6.5 HP (212 CC) GAS GENERATOR

NOWNOWNOW

$289
99

ITEM  63090/63089, CALIFORNIA ONLY 
SAVE 
50%

2/10/50 AMP, 12 VOLT
 BATTERY CHARGER/

ENGINE STARTER 

ITEM 60581
60653 shown

NOWNOWNOW

$29
99

COMPARE TO
SCHUMACHER ELECTRIC

$5999
MODEL: SE-1250

Customer Rating

SAVE 
67%

 1500 WATT DUAL 
TEMPERATURE HEAT GUN 
(572°/1112°) 

ITEM 62340/62546 
63104/96289 shown

COMPARE TO
BLACK & DECKER

$2806
MODEL: HG1300

(572°/1112°) 
NOWNOW

$89
9

Customer Rating

3-IN-1 ELECTRIC BLOWER
VACUUM MULCHER

ITEM   62469/62337 shown
SAVE 55%

COMPARE TO
TORO
$89
MODEL: 51621

NOWNOWNOW

$39
99

Customer Rating Customer Rating

SAVE 
40%

Customer Rating

TWO TIER COLLAPSIBLE 
EASY-STORE 

STEP LADDER

ITEM  67514 

• 225 lb. 
capacity

NOWNOWNOW

$19
99

COMPARE TO
WERNER

$3388
MODEL: S322A-1

SAVE 
44%

MECHANIC’S ROLLER SEAT
WITH DRAWERS

ITEM 64548/63762 shown

• 350 lb. 
capacity

COMPARE TO

PERFORMANCE TOOL
$8999

MODEL: W85025

NOWNOWNOW

$49
99

Tools sold 
separately.

Customer Rating

ITEM 64335
63585 shown

SAVE 
$207

RENEWABLE 
ENERGY,

ANYWHERE

100 WATT SOLAR PANEL KIT

COMPARE TO
SUNFORCE

$35719
MODEL: 50180

Customer Rating

NOWNOWNOW

$149
99

SAVE 
48%

Customer Rating
.50 CAL METAL AMMO CAN 

 ITEM 63750
63181 shown 

NOWNOWNOW

$12
99

COMPARE TO
GAME WINNER

$2499
MODEL: FSGWHE1030

SAVE 
59%  $5499$54$ 99 

 $4499$44$ 99 

 $9999$9999$ 99 

 $4999$49$ 99 

 $6299$6262$ 99 99 99 99 99 

 $2999$2929$ 99 

 $1499$14$ 99 

 $1499$14$ 99 

 $1599$15$ 99 

 $7999$7979$ 99 

ITEM 69269/97080 shown

ITEM   60637/61615
95275 shown

A. HOT DOG

B. PANCAKE

$39
99

YOUR CHOICE

A

B

3 GALLON,  100 PSI OIL-FREE 
AIR COMPRESSORS 

• Air delivery:
0.6 CFM @ 90 PSI
1 CFM @ 40 PSI

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

Customer Rating

COMPARE TO
PORTER-CABLE

$9862
MODEL: PCFP02003

 ITEM  68053

99 
NOWNOWNOW

$59
99

NOWNOW

$399

$21499 99 

NOWNOWNOW

$169
99

SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON SUPER COUPON

SAVE 
70%

 7 FT. 4" x 9 FT. 6" 
ALL PURPOSE/WEATHER 

RESISTANT TARP 

ITEM 69249/69115/69137/69129/69121/877 shown

Customer Rating

COMPARE TO
BLUE HAWK

$998
MODEL: BG8X10-Y 99 99 

NOWNOWNOW

$299

COMPARE TO
RYOBI

$249
MODEL: TSS120L

ITEM 61970/ 69684/61969 shown 
SAVE $119

12" DOUBLE-BEVEL SLIDING 
COMPOUND 
MITER SAW

• Laser 
guide

Blade sold 
separately.

Customer Rating

• 

NOWNOWNOW

$129
99

 60" HARDWOOD WORKBENCH 
WITH 4 DRAWERS  

ITEM     93454/69054/63395/62603 shown

Tools sold separately.

SAVE 
$295

Customer Rating

SUPER COUPON

COMPARE TO
GRIZZLY

$425
MODEL: H7723

NOWNOWNOW

$129
99

 18" x 12" 
MOVER'S DOLLY 

• 1000 lb. capacity

ITEM   61899/63095/63096
63098/63097/93888 shown

Customer Rating

SAVE 
54%

NOWNOWNOW

$799

SAVE 
59%

COMPARE TO
BUFFALO
TOOLS
$1765
MODEL: HDFDOLLY

SAVE 70%

Item 
47873
shown

 $499$499 

 16 OZ. HAMMERS WITH 
FIBERGLASS HANDLE 
Customer Rating

COMPARE TO
KOBALT
$998
MODEL: 62742

TYPE ITEM
CLAW 69006/60715/60714

RIP 69005/61262/47873

$299
YOUR CHOICE

Customer Rating

SAVE 
88%

CLICK-TYPE TORQUE WRENCHES

Item 239 
shown• Reversible

COMPARE TO
HUSKY

$8497
MODEL: H2DTWA

DRIVE ITEM
1/4" 2696/61277/63881

3/8" 807/61276/63880

1/2" 62431/239/63882

ITEM 64194
63763/63444 shown

10 AMP DEEP CUT 
VARIABLE SPEED 
BAND SAW KIT
Customer Rating

COMPARE TO
DEWALT

$299
MODEL: DWM120

SAVE 
$199

63763/63444 shown

NOWNOWNOW

$99
99

SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPONSUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON SUPER COUPON SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON SUPER COUPON SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON

 $15999$15999 
ITEM 62281
61637 shown

 29 PIECE 
TITANIUM 

DRILL BIT SET 
Customer Rating

SAVE 
84% ITEM 63297

10 FT. x 10 FT. 
PORTABLE SHED

COMPARE TO
SHELTER LOGIC

$23689
MODEL: 70333

SAVE 
$96

$159

NOWNOWNOW

$139
99

Customer Rating

COMPARE TO
CHICAGO PNEUMATIC

$24999
MODEL: CP7749

• Weighs 
5 lbs.

SAVE 
$160

1/2" HEAVY DUTY COMPOSITE 
PRO AIR IMPACT WRENCH

950
FT. LBS. BOLT BREAKAWAY

TORQUE

ITEM 
62835

NOWNOWNOW

$89
99

 $11499$11499 

 $14399$14399 

Customer Rating

4" x 36" BELT/
6" DISC SANDER  

ITEM 62502/97181 shown

 $7499$7499 

SAVE $61

COMPARE TO
GENERAL
INTERNATIONAL
$121
MODEL: BD7004

99 99 

NOWNOWNOW

$59
99

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

• 300 lb. capacity
• Weighs 72.5 lbs.

ATV/LAWN MOWER LIFT

ITEM 60395/62325
62493/61523 shown

COMPARE TO

MAX LOAD
$14208

MODEL: 38028

NOWNOWNOW

$74
99

SAVE 
$67

 $8999$8999 

SAVE 
69%

 3/8" x 14 FT., GRADE 43
TOWING CHAIN 

ITEM 60658 /97711  shown

Customer Rating

• 5400 lb. 
capacity

COMPARE TO
MIBRO

$6499
MODEL: 426920  $3999$39$ 99 $3999 99 

NOWNOWNOW

$19
99

Customer Rating

SAVE 87%

4 PIECE, 1" x 15 FT. 
RATCHETING TIE DOWNS

ITEM 63057/63056/63094
60405/90984/63150/61524 shown

 $1199$1111$ 99 

NOWNOWNOW

$69
9

COMPARE TO

ATE TOOLS
$5488
MODEL: 33079

• 400 lb. working load

SAVE 
65%

 $1499$1499 

 WIRELESS SECURITY 
ALERT SYSTEM 

ITEM   61910
62447/93068 shown

Customer Rating

NOWNOWNOW

$99
9

COMPARE TO
FIRST ALERT

$2899
MODEL: SFA600

VARIABLE SPEED MULTIFUNCTION 
POWER TOOL

ITEM  63113
62867
63111 shown 

 $3799$3799 

 $2499$24$ 99 

Customer Rating

Accessories 
included.

SAVE 
68%DREMEL

$79COMPARE TO

MODEL: MM20-02H

$
$79

NOWNOWNOW

$24
99

$2499 
$19

99
YOUR CHOICE

 13 PIECE, 1/2" DRIVE 
DEEP IMPACT SOCKET SETS 

SAVE 
63%

COMPARE TO
HUSKY

$5551
MODEL: H2DSAEI11PCSR

Customer Rating

Item 69560 
shownTYPE ITEM

SAE 69280/69333/69560

METRIC 69279/69332/69561

 $8999$8999 

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER COUPON

 30" BULK STORAGE TECH CART 

SAVE 
$315

• 4847 cu. in. of storage
• 355 lb. capacity
• Extra deep top

compartment and 
drawer for maximum 
storage space

COMPARE TO
SNAP-ON

$395
MODEL: KRBCFLTPC

99 NOWNOWNOW

$79
99

ITEM 64002

Side tray sold 
separately.

 30" BULK STORAGE TECH CART 
Customer Rating

Battle Tested

 $6999$69$ 99 

 $1999$19$ 99 

 $1099$10$ 99 

 $1799$17$ 99 

2500 LB. ELECTRIC WINCH WITH 
WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL

ITEM  61840 /61297/63476/61258 shown

Voted Best Winches• Weighs 14.3 lbs.
• 11-1/8" L x 4-1/2" H

$$$

NOWNOWNOW

$49
99

COMPARE TO
SUPERWINCH

$18999
MODEL: 1125220 COMPARE TO

DEWALT
$6499

MODEL: DW1369

Customer RatingSAVE 
$140

$1799 

NOWNOW

$99
9

$99
9

YOUR CHOICE

HEAVY DUTY FOLDABLE 
ALUMINUM
SPORTS CHAIR

ITEM   62314/63066
66383 shown

SAVE 
60%

 $2799$2799 

Customer Rating

COMPARE TO
COLEMAN

$4999
MODEL: 2000020293

$27

NOWNOWNOW

$19
99

SUPER 
COUPON

 $11999$11999 
SAVE 
$230

6.5 HP  (212 CC) OHV
HORIZONTAL SHAFT GAS ENGINE  

ITEM 69727 shown
CALIFORNIA ONLY

ITEM   60363/69730  

NOWNOWNOW

$99
99

Customer Rating

COMPARE TO
HONDA

$32999
MODEL: GX200UT2QX2

 $2999929999 

6 FT. x 8 FT. ALUMINUM GREENHOUSE

 ITEM 63354 
47712 shown

Customer Rating

SAVE 
$400PALRAM

$59999
MODEL: 741353

COMPARE TO

NOWNOWNOW

$199
99

SUPER COUPON

COMPARE TO
HUSKY

$1797
MODEL: HCW10PCSAE

SAVE 
66%  $799$77$ 99 

Item 42305 shown TYPE ITEM
SAE 69043/63282/42304

METRIC 42305/69044/63171

Customer Rating

 9 PIECE FULLY POLISHED 
COMBINATION WRENCH SETS 

$799 
$599

YOUR CHOICE

hft_illinoiscountryliving_0918_spread_M-REG128192.indd   2-3 7/12/18   2:41 PM
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Taste of the Prairie

Doc’s Soda Fountain
Aworld map covers a wall in Doc’s Soda Fountain in 

Girard, Ill. Red and blue pins are scattered all over it 
marking the homes of tourists traveling Route 66. 
 “Almost every day, we have someone in from a foreign 
country through the summer,” Robert Ernst says. He 
owns and operates Doc’s Soda Fountain along with his 
wife Renae. Th ey are also members of Rural Electric 
Convenience Cooperative. 
 Ernst explains there are several reasons for the name of 
the soda fountain. First, it was originally named Deck’s Drug 
Store, and Doc’s Soda Fountain seemed like an easy name to 
transfer to. Second, because it used to be a pharmacy, people 
used to call it “Doc’s,” and it is now home to a pharmacy 
museum. Finally, Ernst owns the business next door called 
the Furniture Doctor.
 Doc’s Soda Fountain has visitors from all over the world 
including Europe, Asia and Australia, and Ernst has recently 
seen an increase in tourists from China. Th e restaurant is also 
popular with the locals. Th ere is a group of women that come 
in regularly, and they will even act as tour guides.
 Th ere are countless stories about the tourists. Th ere has 
been a couple from Brazil that were driving a pair of Harleys 
down the Mother Road, a father from Australia showing 
his son the sights of Route 66 following the death of his 
wife, a group of deaf women from South Africa, and a group 
of German men that came in and ordered root beer, not 
realizing that root beer is not, in fact, beer.
 “Th ey took one swig of that root beer and about spit it 
across the room,” Ernst laughs. “Th ey had no idea what root 

beer was, and it took quite a bit to explain. Th en we laughed 
about what happened.”
 Doc’s Soda Fountain is not only popular to locals and 
world travelers. Ernst says doctors and pharmacists also 
come to browse the pharmacy museum. Th e building was 
originally purchased by the Deck family in 1884 and was 
the local pharmacy. Th ree generations of the family ran the 
pharmacy for 117 years until 2001. It went through a couple 
hands before Ernst purchased it in 2007.
 “Th ey were basically a family that never threw anything 
away,” Ernst says. “We still have the calendar hanging on 
the wall from when he bought the place in March 1884. 
Th at history is why we opened the place back up. We 
thought it was too much of a historical place in Girard to 
let fall and disintegrate.”
 Th e items in the pharmacy museum belong to Bill 
Deck, the last remaining member of the Deck family, 
and everything is on loan for display. Th e boxes still have 
the bottles in them and all the display cases are still full 
of merchandise. “It’s like you’re literally stepping back in 
time,” Ernst says. 
 In addition to the sites and the stories, don’t forget to 
stop for lunch. “We try to keep it the old hometown type of 
food,” Ernst says. 
 Most sandwiches on the menu are $5.75 with the chicken 
salad, Italian beef and the club sandwich being the most 
popular. All sandwiches are served on freshly baked bread. 
Sides are an extra 75 cents, but don’t ask for fries. Nothing 
on the menu is fried. “We do not have fryers because we 

By Colten Bradford
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Doc’s Soda Fountain

Located:
133 S 2nd St.
Girard, IL 62640

Phone: 
217-627-3491

Hours:
Mon-Fri: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Sat: 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

don’t want all the grease to get on the pharmacy museum 
display,” Ernst explains. 
 The meat is sliced in-house, and local produce is used 
as much as possible, purchased from the farmer’s market. 
Ernst says customers are even known to bring their own 
tomatoes for sandwiches. 
 After lunch, stay for dessert. “Come into Doc’s and have a 
cow,” Ernst jokes while talking about the $3.25 milkshakes. 
The Happy Cow, a rich and creamy chocolate and peanut 
butter shake, and the Speckled Cow, an Oreo shake, are 
among the more popular items. 
 A fresh pie is baked every day and sold for $3.50 a slice, 

but you better come early because it sells out fast. 
 Of course, let’s not forget about the soda. All sodas are 
handmade using the original soda fountain. It was purchased 
in 1929 for $3,000 and used in the pharmacy, and it has not 
moved since. The old draft handles are still used to pour the 
seltzer water, and syrup is added to make the $2.75 sodas 
and phosphates, a sour type of drink. Flavor shots can also be 
added for 25 cents each.
 If you stop by for lunch, a soda or a cow, be sure to sign 
the guestbook and push a pin into the map, if there’s room. 
Remember, you never know who you’re going to meet at 
Doc’s Soda Fountain. 

Robert Ernst,  owner of Doc’s Soda Fountain
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Outdoors

Peck a little, talk a little   By Patty Gillespie

 I just � nished cleaning the hen-
house, and I can’t help wondering, 
“Why do we still have chickens?” We 
got the chickens for the kids. Our kids 
� ew the coop years ago. � e chickens 
still live at home. 
 Home, to the chickens, means the 
front yard, the patio, anywhere but 
the designated area in the barnyard. 
Also, invariably, the chickens choose 
my � ower beds for their dust baths. 
� ey scratch the ground and � ing the 
dirt, raising a cloud. When the dust 
settles, what’s left is a � ower bed full 
of bare basins and tattered plants. But, 
the well-dusted chickens are content. 
Needless to say, the chickens and I are 
at odds about what constitutes aesthet-
ics in landscaping.
 I admit that the fresh eggs are a 
delicious delicacy. � e hens supply us 
with about 10 eggs each day. And, I 
grant you, chickens can be interesting.
 Once we placed duck eggs under 
a setting hen for incubation. When 
the eggs hatched, the hen claimed the 
� at-billed, web-footed yellow “chicks” 
as her own. She taught them how to 
forage for food, how to soak up the 
warmth of the sunshine and how to 
hide when any suspicious-looking 
characters were � ying overhead. One 
day when the ducklings were about 3 
weeks old, I saw them waddling along, 
out in the pasture, dangerously far from 
home. I was concerned until I noticed 
that their ever-vigilant mother hen 
was right there beside them. Shortly 
afterward, I heard a loud cackling, so 
insistent that I became alarmed.
 � ere near the pond was the hen, 
frantically rushing about, � apping 
her short wings and raising a ruckus. 
Repeatedly, she’d run into the water 
at the shallow edge and hastily retreat 
from it. In the middle of the pond were 
her “chicks,” joyously tipping downy 
heads under the water, then stretching 
long necks out of the water, � apping 
tiny wings, and kicking orange webbed 

feet, all the while splashing and scronk-
ing (quac king in baby duck style).
 All that summer whenever her 
“chicks” decided to go swimming, the 
hen had no choice but to accompany 
them and wait nervously at the pond’s 
edge. Momma Hen raised those dif-
� cult “chicks” to adulthood.
 Truly, there is something endearing 
about the way chickens brood their 
young so attentively and altruistically.
 However, did I mention that clean-
ing the henhouse is a detestable job? It 
involves scrapping the manure o�  the 
roost with a hoe and spreading buck-
etsful of that most disagreeable form of 
fertilizer onto the garden.
 And, no discussion is complete 
without complaining about the males. 
� e word out on roosters is that they 
wake the farm by crowing at sunrise. 
Sunrise, half past 2 in the afternoon, 
roosters crow whenever they take the 
notion and never quietly!
 � en there is the oldest male on the 
farm, my husband, whose “time-to-
get-up” often rivals the roosters. He 
makes pets out of those pests. Jim once 
tamed a high-strung bantam rooster. 
It would sit on his knee and crow as if 

it were the cock of the roost, despite 
weighing only about 12 ounces. One 
lunchtime, Jim and his rooster were sit-
ting companionably on the porch when 
a salesman came strutting up to the 
gate, talking fast, “Sir, as the man of the 
house, don’t you want …?”  � e rooster 
hopped o�  the porch, � ew up to the 
top of the tall gatepost and jumped o�  
feet � rst, dive-bombing the salesman, 
much to Jim’s chagrin. As soon as that 
spunky little rooster’s feet touched the 
ground, it let out an earsplitting crow. 
� e salesman chuckled, “Well, I’m a 
guessin’ that’s a no!” 
 � at incident happened a long time 
ago, and chickens have been on this 
farm all those years, probably 40. I 
wonder how that � gure translates into 
hours of henhouse cleaning!
 So, here I am again trying to 
wash the chicken grime o�  my hands 
when my grandson comes rushing 
in. “Grandma, the henny in the 
garage! I hear ‘peep, peep.’ Her 
eggs are hatching.”
 I gently slip my hand under the set-
ting hen, whose nest he and I had pre-
pared three weeks prior. “Sure enough,” 
I say. “Look! A baby chicky!” 



MS 250
$29999

$60 OFF!
$35999 CDC-SRP

18” bar†

†The actual listed guide bar length can vary from the effective cutting length based upon which powerhead it is installed.  Valid 9/1/18-11/30/18 
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SHOP ONLINE, THEN PICK UP IN STORE:

LIMITED TIME  OFFERS

BG 50 
BLOWER

$13999

The lightest gasoline-powered 
handheld blower in the STIHL lineup

FREE!

MS 271 
FARM BOSS®

$39999

A high-performance, high-tech, 
fuel-effi cient chain saw

Extra chain and STIHL HP Ultra 
Oil (2.6 oz. 6-pack) FREE with 
purchase*. A $39.89 CDC-SRP.

18” bar†

FREE!

MS 180 C-BE 
CHAIN SAW

$24999

Easy2Start™ makes this chain saw 
virtually effortless to start

Extra chain FREE with purchase. 
61PMM3 55. A $20.99 CDC-SRP.

16” bar†

           Field Demonstrations, Exhibits, & Tractors by the ton!  
Ride The Train • Plus a working saw mill and more!

$5 per day or $10 weekend pass (12 and under are Free!) • SERVICE DOGS ONLY
Personal Golf Carts & Gator type vehicles only! ($5 a day or $10 for Weekend)

 13451 IL Hwy 92 • Geneseo, IL 61254 • Exit 6 on I-88 
 3 miles east on R. 92 (follow signs)
  For more info visit our website: www.ae-ta.com

57TH ANNUAL ANTIQUE ENGINE & 
TRACTOR WORKING FARM SHOW

Featuring Ford Tractors & Machinery
JOIN US SEPTEMBER 14-16, 2018

           Field Demonstrations, Exhibits, & Tractors by the ton!  

57TH ANNUAL ANTIQUE ENGINE & 57TH ANNUAL ANTIQUE ENGINE & 
TRACTOR WORKING FARM SHOWTRACTOR WORKING FARM SHOW

JOIN US SEPTEMBER 14-16, 2018JOIN US SEPTEMBER 14-16, 2018JOIN US SEPTEMBER 14-16, 2018

&&&&&&
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 To submit a photo
 Online: 

icl.coop/snapshots 
 Email:

cbradford@aiec.coop 

 Mail:
Illinois Country Living 
Attn: Colten Bradford
PO Box 3787 
Springfield IL 62708 

 Rules:
 Please include high-quality digital files or an original 
we can scan. When submitting, include details about the 
photo, artist’s name and the co-op name.
 If you would like us to return your work, include a 
self-addressed, stamped envelope. We are not respon-
sible for photos lost in the mail.
 We retain reprint and online rights. 
Visit icl.coop/snapshots for full terms and conditions.

Man’s Best Friend
1 Sarah Roach 
Wabash Telephone Cooperative, Inc. 
Girl and pup checking the mail together.

2 Kortney Burling
Western Illinois Electrical Coop.
A big lick on the cheek from Crosby.

3 Jen Pepper 
Jo-Carroll Energy
Playtime in the backyard.

4 Mike Wright
Southern Illinois Electric Cooperative
Buzz, my best friend, lying in our front yard.

5 Melinda Garner
Menard Electric Cooperative
Our 14.5-year-old Irish girl, Lucky.

6 Laura Edmonds
Jo-Carroll Energy
Weekend wind down and sunset view. 

*photo descriptions have been edited for clarity and space

Upcoming themes
November – Colors of the fall
December – Winter wonderland
January – Wildlife
February – Reflections

1

3

4

5 6

2



Only Carbondale.

Where else can you paddle 
through picturesque waters of 
a wildlife reserve, hike through 
the rugged terrain of a national 
forest, and wind down the 
night with live music at sunset?

126 S Illinois Avenue
Carbondale, IL 62901

618-529-4451
carbondaletourism.org

ExploreExplore

Put your message 
in over 189,000 

Illinois mailboxes

Contact Us info@icl.coop

Ad
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Insulation. 4x8 sheets, foil-
backed foam. All  factory 
 seconds. www.nichols5.com.
Contact Ken Nichols, 
800-424-1256. Call the Roof King for your 

Mobile Home Roofing Needs!

1-800-748-0645
Mobile Home Super Insulated

Roof Over Systems

Factory Direct from Roof King
40 Year Warranty

 — Since 1982 —

www.roofking.net

Wanted: Standing timber. 
This cash crop needs 
 harvested like any other 
crop. Cash in while prices 
are good. Call 618-423-9285.

YOUR DEERE, STIHL & HONDA DEALER

1.800.745.4020
www.sloans.com

YOUR DEERE, STIHL & HONDA DEALER

1.800.745.4020
www.sloans.com

YOUR DEERE, STIHL & HONDA DEALER

1.800.745.4020
www.sloans.com

20

Medicare Supplement
Helping folks with Part-D RX Plans

Serving Seniors within 60 miles of Vienna, IL

Contact Tom Bowman:
618-658-5080 or 618-771-0279

*Awarded as a $50,000.00 credit towards the construction of a Morton Buildings building of winner’s choice (subject to Sponsor’s approval). NO PURCHASE OR PAYMENT NECESSARY TO
ENTER OR WIN. Open to legal residents of the 48 contiguous United States and D.C., who are 21 years of age or older who own land within the Morton Buildings service area (excludes all of Arizona, California and
Nevada). Sweepstakes starts at 12:00:01 a.m. CT on July 10, 2018 and ends at 11:59:59 p.m. CT on October 18, 2018. Void where prohibited. See official rules at www.MortonBuildingSweepstakes.com for details,

including prize details. Sponsored by: Morton Buildings, Inc., Morton, IL. ©2018 Morton Buildings, Inc. A listing of GC licenses available at mortonbuildings.com/licenses. Ref Code 607

800-447-7436 • mortonbuildings.com

+

Now is your opportunity to win over $120,000
in prizes which includes a credit towards a new
Morton building* and a Cat® 249D Compact
Track Loader  with 3 attachments. Register 
online or at participating trade shows. Visit
mortonbuildings.com for more information.

WITH OUR ANNUAL GIVING AWAY 
THE FARM SWEEPSTAKES 2018

your chance to win
Is Back!Is Back!

Morton_ILCountryLiv_9.18.qxp_Layout 1  7/13/18  2:30 PM  Page 1

 

mother
nature

looks like

protect what matters

DIY KIT 30 x 36 

Starting at $8,559

Check out  our new 3D
designer on our website!

Visit WorldwideSteelBuildings.com for more information.Visit WorldwideSteelBuildings.com for more information.

Satisfied with your 
Health Insurance?

Dryden-Kamis 
Insurance Agency

1-877-695-0245

Why pay more and get less?
There is another choice to 

Obamacare!

Hospital
Surgical

Doctor Visits
Medicine Labs
Fixed Benefits

$5 Million Lifetime Max
Crisis Recovery

Enhanced Accident Options

Get a free quote over the phone with no 
obligations or reserve a spot at one of 

our dinner seminars at NO cost!

Deductible & Premium too high?

ANY 

ANY
Hospital

Doctor



$3,650only

DIMENSION BUILDINGS
Best Buildings at the Best Price
For a Complete 30x50

Deluxe Pole Barn Package
CALL (618) 997-9568

www.dimensionbldgs.com
All Sizes Available        Marion, IL

Wanted to buy: Standing 
timber, all species except 
pine. Lumber & Pallet 
material for sale. Southern 
Illinois Area. 618-893-4223.

WINDMILL Service
Paul’s

• Old Fashioned, Pumping Type
• New & Reconditioned Windmills
• Complete Installation & Repair 

 Service
• Specialize in Large Mills to Fill Ponds

217-897-6699
millfi xr1@aol.com

www.paulswindmillservice.com

ILLINOIS PROPERTIES NEEDED: Horse, 
Hobby or Mini Farms, Land, Country 
Estates, Log or Lake Homes. Premier 
 Marketing  Program specializes in rural 
 Illinois. Buyers prefer our #1 country 
 website, FarmAndLakeHouses.com. Get 
better  exposure –  largest MLS (35,790 
agents includes Chicago), 100’s of 
 websites & ads in equine, recreational & 
outdoor magazines. Exclusive Real Estate 
Booth showcases  listings to 40,000+ 
attendees at sport, horse & outdoors 
shows across Illinois! Since 1991, Farm 
and Lake Houses R.E.- managing broker 
Jerry Grodesky (217) 386-4220.

All your favorite sports & more on the go.

Watch TV Anywhere  

QUAD CITIES • (563) 265-2450 
4038 Utica Ridge Road, Bettendorf, IA

WESTERN IL • (217) 212-2074 
101 N. Industrial Park Drive, Pittsfield, IL

NORTHERN IL • (815) 200-1255 
320 John St., Pecatonica, IL

SOUTHERN IL • (618) 205-6998 
11580 IL Route 37, Marion, IL

CENTRAL IL • (309) 215-9595 
1103 Martin Luther King Unit 3A, Bloomington, IL 

Call now to schedule a free demo!

Watching live or recorded TV anywhere requires the free DISH Anywhere app, an internet-connected Hopper w/Sling or Hopper 3, and compatible mobile device.

PR
EM
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Document Ref: 7FCII-VKB55-YB2PN-CVGUT Page 6 of 6

GALENA OKTOBERFEST 
9/22/18  Noon to 10 pm  
Depot Park, Galena IL 

galenaoktoberfest.com 
Thank You Readers for voting 

Regional Favorite Festival! 

Our 51st Year
Spoon River Valley 

Scenic Drive
Fulton Co., IL

Oct. 6-7 & 13-14 2018
Arts, Crafts, Demonstrations, Food, Historic Sites, 

Antiques, Collectibles

A great self-guided motor tour something for everyone!
Info: www.spoonriverdrive.org • Call: 309-647-8980

Vendor Info: 309-221-2799 or rkost_1@yahoo.com

25 Villages/Areas Along a 100 Mile Route:
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For a complete listing of Events, visit our website www.icl.coop
 

Date Book SEPTEMBER

18th Intertribal Powwow at Grand Village of Kickapoo Park
WHEN: Sept. 8-9, 2018 – Sat. 11 a.m.-9 p.m., Sun. 11 a.m.-5 p.m.
WHERE: Grand Village of Kickapoo Park, 8144 N 3100 E Road, 
 Arrowsmith
COST: Adults $5, Children 6-12 and Seniors $3, Kids under 6 free
CONTACT: facebook.com/grandvillagekickapoo or email 
 gvkpark@gmail.com

Fun for the entire family includes dancing, food, corn maze, children’s 
activities, a variety of handmade jewelry and native craft vendors, bake sale, 
silent auction and a chance to visit the bison herd. Event will be held rain or 
shine. Bring chairs,  and tents or tipis are welcome. Free parking shuttle for 
senior citizens. 

Galena Oktoberfest
WHEN: Sept. 22, 2018 – Noon to 10 p.m.
WHERE: Depot Park, Highway 20 and Park Avenue, Galena
COST: Adult & Teens - $5, Children 12 and under – free
CONTACT: www.galenalions.org/galena-oktoberfest or 
815-331-0180

� is annual German festival features a ceremonial tapping of the keg, live 
music, wiener dog races, polka lessons and dancing, bean bag tournament, 
beer stein endurance contest, bounce house and pumpkin decorating for the 
kids and an abundance of food and beer. Bring your old eyeglasses to the 
admission table and they will recycle them. 

Monarch Phenomenon
WHEN: Sept. 22, 2018 – 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
WHERE: Cache River Wetlands Center, Route 37, 3 miles south 
of Cypress
COST: Free
CONTACT: Call the Wetlands Center at 618-657-2064

� e magni� cent monarch butter� y migrates up to 2,500 miles from North 
America to central Mexico for the winter. Monarch Watch Association has 
been tagging and monitoring migrating monarchs since 1992. Join us for a 
program to learn the monarch’s natural history, and then spend the rest of 
the day capturing, tagging and releasing butter� ies. 

Highlights



and it isn’t just corn.

You may not realize it, but your home is sitting on a free and renewable supply of energy. A WaterFurnace 
geothermal comfort system taps into the stored solar energy in your own backyard to provide savings of up 
to 70% on heating, cooling and hot water. That’s money in the bank and a smart investment in your family’s 
comfort. Contact your local WaterFurnace dealer today to learn how to tap into your buried treasure.

visit waterfurnace.com
WaterFurnace is a registered trademark of WaterFurnace 
International, Inc. ©2018 WaterFurnace International, Inc.

YOUR LOCAL WATERFURNACE DEALERS

Damiansville
Toennies Service Co.
(618) 248-5130

Decatur
Design Air
(217) 429-1105

Delevan
Jeckel Plmb & Htg
(309) 244-8265

Flora/Fairfield
Electro-Electric
(618) 662-4520

Gifford
Duden & Silver
(217) 568-7954

Goodfield
Hinrichsen Htg
(309) 965-2604

Lawrenceville
Tracy Electric
(618) 943-2243

Macomb
Arnold Bros. Htg & Clg
(309) 833-2852

Marion
D & C Htg & Clg
(618) 997-6577

Mt. Vernon
Toennies Service Co.
(618) 248-5130

Paxton/Gibson City
Houston Plmb
(217) 379-2329

Springfield/Petersburg
Collins Plmb, Htg & Clg
(217) 793-8031

Thomasboro
Hoveln Htg & Clg
(217) 643-2125

Virden
Snells Plmb
(217) 965-3911



LT TAYLOR 
815.441.9750 

LT@landguys.net

NATHAN CUMPTON
815.878.6780 

nathan@landguys.net

MATT COX 
309.221.1764 
matt@landguys.net

TOBY STAY
217.257.6096 
toby@landguys.net

CHASE BURNS
217.257.6096 
toby@landguys.net

ADAM FENCIK
217.242.0716 
adam@landguys.net

ILLINOIS, IOWA, INDIANA  
& WISCONSIN MANAGING BROKER 
SCOTT WHITTINGTON
217.341.8526 | scott@landguys.net

GEORGE CHANDLER 
309.371.8004 
george@landguys.net

TONY SMOTHERMAN
615.828.8900 

tony@landguys.net

DON FALLER 
217.556.8358 

dfaller@landguys.net

JARED WILLIAMS 
217.741.5234 

jared@landguys.net

DON WAGNER
309.335.2894 

don@landguys.net

IOWA (NORTHEAST)  
LAND BROKER 
ZACK SISK
309.840.1182 | zack@landguys.net

WISCONSIN (NORTHWEST CENTRAL)  
LAND BROKER 
BRADY JENNEMAN
715.933.0329 | brady@landguys.net

WIWIWIIAIA

LOCAL BROKERS
WITH

NATIONAL REACH

The Land Experts
www.LandGuys.net

LANDGUYS, LLC, 2925 S. Meadowbrook Rd. | Suite G Springfield, Illinois 62711 | Corporate Office: 217.899.1240




